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Abstract

We consider the problem of optimizing the discriminator in generative adversarial networks
(GANs) subject to higher-order gradient regularization. We show analytically, via the
least-squares (LSGAN) and Wasserstein (WGAN) GAN variants, that the discriminator
optimization problem is one of high-dimensional interpolation. The optimal discriminator,
derived using variational calculus, turns out to be the solution to a partial differential
equation involving the iterated Laplacian or the polyharmonic operator. The solution is
implementable in closed-form via polyharmonic radial basis function (RBF) interpolation. In
view of the polyharmonic connection, we refer to the corresponding GANs as Poly-LSGAN
and Poly-WGAN. As a proof of concept, the analysis is supported by experimental validation
on multivariate Gaussians. While the closed-form RBF does not scale favorably with the
dimensionality of data for image-space generation, we employ the Poly-WGAN discriminator
to transform the latent space distribution of the data to match a Gaussian in a Wasserstein
autoencoder (WAE). The closed-form discriminator, motivated by the polyharmonic RBF,
results in up to 20% improvement in terms of Fréchet and kernel inception distances over
comparable baselines that employ trainable or kernel-based discriminators. The experiments
are carried out on standard image datasets such as MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA, and LSUN-
Churches. The training time in Poly-WGAN is comparable to those of kernel-based methods,
while being about two orders faster than GANs with a trainable discriminator.

1 Introduction

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) constitute a two players game between a
generator G and a discriminator D. The generator G accepts high-dimensional Gaussian noise as input and
learns a transformation (by means of a network), whose output follows the distribution pg. The generator is
tasked with learning pd, the distribution of the target dataset. The discriminator learns a classifier between the
samples of pd and pg. The optimization in the standard GAN (SGAN) formulation of Goodfellow et al. (2014),
and subsequent variants such as the least-squares GAN (LSGAN) (Mao et al., 2017) or the f -GAN (Nowozin
et al., 2016) corresponds to learning a discriminator that mimics a chosen divergence metric between pd and
pg (such as the Jensen-Shannon divergence in SGAN) and a generator that minimizes the divergence.

Integral Probability Metrics, Gradient Penalties and GANs: The divergence metric approaches fail if
pd and pg are of disjoint support (Arjovsky & Bottou, 2017), which shifted focus to integral probability metrics
(IPMs), where a critic function is chosen to approximate a chosen IPM between the distributions (Arjovsky
et al., 2017; Mroueh & Sercu, 2017; Bunne et al., 2019). Choosing the distance metric is equivalent to
constraining the class of functions from which the critic is drawn. The most popular variant, inspired by
optimal transport, is the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) (Arjovsky et al., 2017), in which the objective is to
minimize the Wasserstein-1 or earth mover’s distance between pd and pg, and the critic is constrained to be
Lipschitz-1. Gulrajani et al. (2017) enforced a first-order gradient penalty on the discriminator network to
approximate the Lipschitz constraint. Roth et al. (2017); Kodali et al. (2017); Fedus et al. (2018) and Mescheder
et al. (2018) showed the empirical success of the first-order gradient penalty on other GAN variants, such as
the SGAN or LSGAN, while Bellemare et al. (2017); Mroueh et al. (2018) and Adler & Lunz (2018) consider
bounding the energy in the critic’s gradients correspond to Sobolev constraint spaces.
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Kernel-based GANs: Gretton et al. (2012) showed that the minimization of IPM losses linked to reproducing-
kernel Hilbert space (RHKS) can be replaced equivalently with the minimization of kernel-based statistics.
Based on this connection, Li et al. (2015) introduced generative moment matching networks (GMMNs) that
minimize the the maximum-mean discrepancy (MMD) between the target and generator distributions using
the RBF Gaussian (RBFG) and inverse multiquadric (IMQ) kernels. Li et al. (2017a) extended the GMMN
formulation to MMD-GANs, wherein a network leans lower-dimensional embedding of the data, over which
the MMD is computed. Bińkowski et al. (2018) and Arbel et al. (2018) have also incorporated gradient-based
regularizers in MMD-GANs, while Wang et al. (2019) enforce a repulsive loss formulation to stabilize training.
Closed-form approaches such as GMMNs benefit from stable convergence of the generator, brought about by
the lack of adversarial training. A series of works by Li et al. (2017b); Zhang et al. (2018); Daskalakis et al.
(2018) and Wu et al. (2020) have shown that employing the optimal discriminator in each step improves
and stabilizes the generator training, while Pinetz et al. (2018); Korotin et al. (2022) showed that in most
practical settings, the networks in GAN do not accurately learn the desired divergences or IPMs.

1.1 Our Motivation

In this paper, we strengthen the understanding of the optimal GAN discriminator by drawing connections
between IPM- and divergence-based GANs, kernel-based discriminators, and high-dimensional interpolation.
As shown by Arjovsky & Bottou (2017), divergence minimizing GANs suffer from vanishing gradients when
pd and pg are non-overlapping. The GAN discriminator can be viewed as a two-class classifier, which learns a
decision boundary between the reals and the fakes. However, as the generator optimization progresses, the
generated samples and target samples get interspersed, causing multiple transitions in the discriminator. This
severely impacts training due to lack of smooth gradients (Arjovsky et al., 2017). As observed by Rosca et al.
(2020), gradient-based regularizers enforced on the discriminator provide a trade-off between the accuracy in
classification and smoothness of the learnt discriminator.

The WGAN discriminator can be seen as assigning a positive value to the reals and a negative value to
the fakes. Given an unseen sample x, the output of a smooth discriminator should ideally depend on the
values assigned to the points in the neighborhood of x, which is precisely what kernel based interpolation
achieves. Recently, Franceschi et al. (2022) and Zhang et al. (2022) have shown that neural networks
can be interpreted as high-dimensional interpolators involving neural tangent kernels. In general, gradient-
norm regularizers result in smooth interpolators, thereby giving rise to the well-known family of thin-plate
splines in 2-D (Harder & Desmarais, 1972; Meinguet, 1979; Bookstein, 1989; Wahba, 1990; Bogacz et al.,
2019). A natural extension to these interpolators, in a high-dimensional setting, comes in the form of
higher-order gradient regularization (Duchon, 1977). It is known that the optimization of the interpolant
with its higher-order derivatives bounded in L2 norm has a unique solution (Duchon, 1977), which has led
to successful application of higher-order gradient regularization in image processing tasks such as image
interpolation (Tirosh et al., 2006) and super-resolution (Ren et al., 2013). What are the implications
of reformulating the gradient-regularized GAN optimization problem as one of solving a high-
dimensional interpolation? What insights does it give about the optimal GAN discriminator?
— These are the questions that we seek to answer in this paper. While the first-order penalty has been
extensively explored in GAN optimization, higher-order penalties and their effect on the learnt discriminator
have not been rigorously analyzed. We establish the connection between higher-order gradient regularization
of the discriminator and interpolation in LSGAN and WGAN. The most closely related work is that of Adler
& Lunz (2018), where the Sobolev GAN cost evaluated in the Fourier domain is used to train a discriminator.

1.2 The Proposed Approach

This current work extends significantly upon the results developed as part of the non-archival workshop
preprint Anonymous (2022), wherein we considered the optimization of the least-squares GAN (LSGAN)
discriminator cost, subject to L2-norm regularization on the mth-order gradients, from a variational calculus
standpoint (Section 3). Our analysis shows that the optimal LSGAN discriminator in the proposed framework
involves a polyharmonic radial basis function (RBF) kernel-based interpolator. The proposed approach,
referred to as Poly-LSGAN, can be implemented via an RBF network for the optimal discriminator whose
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{ĉi � pg}N
i=1

MMD

LOSS

GRADIENTS

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">AAAEy3icfVPLbhMxFHXbACW8WliysagilSpUk1AKQiBVQKqC6ANoaSWmimzPzYwVz9iyPW0mwyxZsONr2MJv8Dd4mqAmaahX1+ece2TfB1WCG+t5f2Zm5ypXrl6bv169cfPW7TsLi3c/G5lqBgdMCqmPKDEgeAIHllsBR0oDiamAQ9p9XfKHJ6ANl8m+zRQcxyRMeIczYh3UXljxaZz3C+wbHmM/JjZiROQ7xXKJe0X9DKI0f1s8bC8seave2cEXg8YwWELDs9denPvuB5KlMSSWCWJMTrTlTEBR9VMDirAuCeGLhZ495YGNXjY9FtfLawQ8jOzZ/TgPQcZgdTaWlZPYmCymBa6VLzSTXAlO5Wg87kOl7FpCjUPfgHulhm2Xs6tAEyv1Su4THcY8eVXkg2C6LvdbRf6vVq3CiRI4ZTKOSRLkvpDGDOmyuu8n+ZZJ6ZCXatRmQqeCIlftYBINSzScQDNn6FqYTXr0BnivcNXB70iCtwQ5IQy6Yz1JbefZcc4TlVpImJM6rpMKbCUupwgHXAOzInMBYZq7rmIWEU2YdbNW9aNMRZAoSIiwWWMwGNXa5u7O/nP8SfAADH6Em0/q+GNrs4y8Ot6TxuW6y+P1am20QWClFFT2CgePfqQPWgbcKEEy0+XKFbhWrWE3yOCWIAlt5FpH5QmMaIp8TdnigoyCkKdjsuY02ZhbJLW9RDtmea71nLb8B1HKytxPpI6JMLwPxZT/nOvcNAtxuaQjpU2khf+ZueVtTK7qxeBzc7Wxvtr8sLa08WK4xvPoPnqAllEDPUUbaAvtoQPE0A/0E/1CvyvbFVPpV74OpLMzw5x7aOxUvv0FYbip+g==</latexit>

z � N (0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

GENERATOR

NETWORK

GENERATOR

NETWORK

OPTIMAL

POLYHARMONIC

RBF NETWORK

<latexit sha1_base64="1xp4HCNxl+M7pWd98OqoVwMfoqM=">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</latexit>

{x̂i � pg}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="9Dyl3pFJeJWQIFOaGV9B3WeMTh4=">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</latexit>

{xi � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd
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GRADIENTS
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<latexit sha1_base64="Xmy3lv9VLE5MAUCgm/abzKBJjTs=">AAAEwXicfZPbbhMxEIbdNkAJpxYuubGoIiFUqiSUghCVKkqqCkFboCeJLZHtnexa8a4t22mztXyLxLtwC+/C2+BtIjVJQ301/v9vZteeMVWCG1uv/52ZnavcuHlr/nb1zt179x8sLD48NLKnGRwwKaQ+psSA4DkcWG4FHCsNJKMCjmh3s/SPTkEbLvN9Wyg4yUiS8w5nxAapvYAjF9HMMd/mODI8w5GKceTbjq83/He349sLS/WV+sXCV4PGMFhCw7XXXpz7GcWS9TLILRPEGEe05UyAr0Y9A4qwLkngm4W+PeOxTdebdZYtl9sUeJLai/2JS0BmYHUxluVIZkyRUY9rGbGpmfRKcapHs/E6VMquJdQE9T2Ev9TwKeTsKtDESv3MRUQnGc/feTcIpnMuankXlV+j1LV8gHI4YzLLSB67SEhjhjYjwn2c9FumR4e+VKNlJjgVe6fa8aSalGoyoRb+op3FZI3+QO/7cDv4A8nxtiCnhEF3rCc923l94niuehZyFtDgdXoCW4nL2cEx18CsKEJAmOahq5ilRBNmw4RVo7RQKeQKciJs0RgMRrW2tbuz/wZ/FTwGg5/j5stl/KW1VUb1ZbwnTcgNmxdr1dpog8BKKajs+yCPHuQctIy5UYIUpstVuOBatYbD6EIY/TyxaWgdlacwwni3qqy/glEQ8mwMa07DxqqlUttr2LGSl2w9sOU5iFJWuiiXOiPC8HPwU85zyYVpFuJ6pCOlzaWF/xULj7cx+VSvBofNlcbaSvPz6tLG2+EznkeP0RP0FDXQK7SBttEeOkAM/UC/0G/0p7JZ4RVV0QN0dmaY8wiNrYr7Bw33pcI=</latexit>

{ci � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="R1sSoFWyVFnb271hAxEIH5MSSZ8=">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</latexit>

{ĉi � pg}N
i=1

MMD

LOSS

GRADIENTS

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">AAAEy3icfVPLbhMxFHXbACW8WliysagilSpUk1AKQiBVQKqC6ANoaSWmimzPzYwVz9iyPW0mwyxZsONr2MJv8Dd4mqAmaahX1+ece2TfB1WCG+t5f2Zm5ypXrl6bv169cfPW7TsLi3c/G5lqBgdMCqmPKDEgeAIHllsBR0oDiamAQ9p9XfKHJ6ANl8m+zRQcxyRMeIczYh3UXljxaZz3C+wbHmM/JjZiROQ7xXKJe0X9DKI0f1s8bC8seave2cEXg8YwWELDs9denPvuB5KlMSSWCWJMTrTlTEBR9VMDirAuCeGLhZ495YGNXjY9FtfLawQ8jOzZ/TgPQcZgdTaWlZPYmCymBa6VLzSTXAlO5Wg87kOl7FpCjUPfgHulhm2Xs6tAEyv1Su4THcY8eVXkg2C6LvdbRf6vVq3CiRI4ZTKOSRLkvpDGDOmyuu8n+ZZJ6ZCXatRmQqeCIlftYBINSzScQDNn6FqYTXr0BnivcNXB70iCtwQ5IQy6Yz1JbefZcc4TlVpImJM6rpMKbCUupwgHXAOzInMBYZq7rmIWEU2YdbNW9aNMRZAoSIiwWWMwGNXa5u7O/nP8SfAADH6Em0/q+GNrs4y8Ot6TxuW6y+P1am20QWClFFT2CgePfqQPWgbcKEEy0+XKFbhWrWE3yOCWIAlt5FpH5QmMaIp8TdnigoyCkKdjsuY02ZhbJLW9RDtmea71nLb8B1HKytxPpI6JMLwPxZT/nOvcNAtxuaQjpU2khf+ZueVtTK7qxeBzc7Wxvtr8sLa08WK4xvPoPnqAllEDPUUbaAvtoQPE0A/0E/1CvyvbFVPpV74OpLMzw5x7aOxUvv0FYbip+g==</latexit>

z � N (0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

GENERATOR

NETWORK

GENERATOR

NETWORK

OPTIMAL

POLYHARMONIC

RBF NETWORK

<latexit sha1_base64="1xp4HCNxl+M7pWd98OqoVwMfoqM=">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</latexit>

{x̂i � pg}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="9Dyl3pFJeJWQIFOaGV9B3WeMTh4=">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</latexit>

{xi � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd
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<latexit sha1_base64="Xmy3lv9VLE5MAUCgm/abzKBJjTs=">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</latexit>

{ci � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="R1sSoFWyVFnb271hAxEIH5MSSZ8=">AAAEx3icfZPNbhMxEMfdNkAJXy0cuVhUQQiVKgmlIESlCkhVELQF+iWxJfJ6J7tWvGvL9qbZWj5wROJpuMKL8DZ4m0hN0tA5jf/zm9m1ZyaUnGlTr/+dmZ2rXLl6bf569cbNW7fvLCzePdAiVxT2qeBCHYVEA2cZ7BtmOBxJBSQNORyG3Tdl/LAHSjOR7ZlCwnFK4ox1GCXGS+2Fh4ENEmJsEKaWOtdmONAsxYGMceDalq033De77doLS/WV+pnhi05j6Cyhoe22F+d+BJGgeQqZoZxobYkyjHJw1SDXIAntkhi+GuibExaZZL1Zp+lyeUyAxYk5Ox/bGEQKRhVjWZakWhdp6HAtJSbRk7FSnBoL0/E6oRBdQ0Lt1bfg/1LBR5+zI0ERI9RjGxAVpyx77ezAmc7ZoOVsUH4tDG3LeSiDEyrSlGSRDbjQehimhNsPk/GWzsNhXMjRMhOcjJyV7WhSjUs1nlALd9bPYrJGf6D3nX8d/J5keIuTHqHQHetJbjovji3LZG4gox71sU7OsRG4nCAcMQXU8MI7hCrmu4ppQhShxs9ZNUgKmUAmISPcFI3BYFRrmzvbey/xF84i0PgJbj5bxp9bm6VXX8a7Qvtcf3i6Vq2NNgiMEDwUfefl0YucghIR05KTQneZ9A9cq9awH13wC5DFJvGtC0UPRhhnV6VxF7AQuDgZw5rTsLFqiVDmEnas5Dlb92x5DyKlETbIhEoJ1+wU3JT7nHN+mjm/HOkIYTJh4H/F/PI2Jlf1onPQXGmsrTQ/rS5tvBqu8Ty6jx6gR6iBnqMNtIV20T6i6Cf6hX6jP5V3FVHpVfoDdHZmmHMPjVnl+z9BCKiS</latexit>

{ĉi � pg}N
i=1

MMD

LOSS

GRADIENTS

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

GENERATOR

NETWORK

GENERATOR

NETWORK

OPTIMAL

POLYHARMONIC

RBF NETWORK

<latexit sha1_base64="1xp4HCNxl+M7pWd98OqoVwMfoqM=">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</latexit>

{x̂i � pg}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="9Dyl3pFJeJWQIFOaGV9B3WeMTh4=">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</latexit>

{xi � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">AAAEy3icfVPLbhMxFHXbACW8WliysagilSpUk1AKQiBVQKqC6ANoaSWmimzPzYwVz9iyPW0mwyxZsONr2MJv8Dd4mqAmaahX1+ece2TfB1WCG+t5f2Zm5ypXrl6bv169cfPW7TsLi3c/G5lqBgdMCqmPKDEgeAIHllsBR0oDiamAQ9p9XfKHJ6ANl8m+zRQcxyRMeIczYh3UXljxaZz3C+wbHmM/JjZiROQ7xXKJe0X9DKI0f1s8bC8seave2cEXg8YwWELDs9denPvuB5KlMSSWCWJMTrTlTEBR9VMDirAuCeGLhZ495YGNXjY9FtfLawQ8jOzZ/TgPQcZgdTaWlZPYmCymBa6VLzSTXAlO5Wg87kOl7FpCjUPfgHulhm2Xs6tAEyv1Su4THcY8eVXkg2C6LvdbRf6vVq3CiRI4ZTKOSRLkvpDGDOmyuu8n+ZZJ6ZCXatRmQqeCIlftYBINSzScQDNn6FqYTXr0BnivcNXB70iCtwQ5IQy6Yz1JbefZcc4TlVpImJM6rpMKbCUupwgHXAOzInMBYZq7rmIWEU2YdbNW9aNMRZAoSIiwWWMwGNXa5u7O/nP8SfAADH6Em0/q+GNrs4y8Ot6TxuW6y+P1am20QWClFFT2CgePfqQPWgbcKEEy0+XKFbhWrWE3yOCWIAlt5FpH5QmMaIp8TdnigoyCkKdjsuY02ZhbJLW9RDtmea71nLb8B1HKytxPpI6JMLwPxZT/nOvcNAtxuaQjpU2khf+ZueVtTK7qxeBzc7Wxvtr8sLa08WK4xvPoPnqAllEDPUUbaAvtoQPE0A/0E/1CvyvbFVPpV74OpLMzw5x7aOxUvv0FYbip+g==</latexit>

z � N (0, I)

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd

<latexit sha1_base64="o0iynV0jZlxYcNGNNjH+Xtu1tEI=">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</latexit>

x̂ � pg
<latexit sha1_base64="oy8LQSq5Rq1CULcqxbdpXZj4YRw=">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</latexit>x � pd
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<latexit sha1_base64="Xmy3lv9VLE5MAUCgm/abzKBJjTs=">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</latexit>

{ci � pd}N
i=1

<latexit sha1_base64="R1sSoFWyVFnb271hAxEIH5MSSZ8=">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</latexit>

{ĉi � pg}N
i=1

MMD

LOSS

GRADIENTS

<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>

z � N (0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="zxTmrHzcu2ZXOVcX0jq5J1WOAHs=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: A comparison of generative model architectures. (a) WGAN (Arjovsky et al., 2017) trains
discriminator and generator networks with the Wasserstein loss; (b) A generative moment matching network
(GMMN) (Li et al., 2015) trains the generator with the closed-form maximum-mean discrepancy loss computed
on a batch of samples; and (c) The proposed Poly-LSGAN/Poly-WGAN architecture uses a polyharmonic
radial basis function discriminator whose weights and centers are computed based on batches of samples,
whereas the generator is trained employing standard GAN losses.

weights can be computed by solving a system of linear equations. We show experimentally that the Poly-
LSGAN algorithm does not scale favorably with the dimensionality of the data, owing to a combinatorial
explosion in the number of coefficients, and singularity issues in solving for the weights of the RBF (Section 3.1).

To circumvent the issues in Poly-LSGAN (Anonymous, 2022), we consider the WGAN-IPM discriminator
loss subjected to the mth-order gradient regularizer, in a Lagrangian formulation. The resulting formulation,
referred to as Poly-WGAN, does not require solving a system of equations to compute the weights. We
show that this formulation of LSGAN and WGAN is equivalent to solving the GAN optimization with
the discriminator constrained to belong to the Beppo-Levi space, which is a semi-normed/pseudo-metric
space (Section 4). While standard GANs train a network to approximate a chosen metric, kernel based
approaches leverage the underlying RKHS structure, from which the norms and MMD kernels are selected.
However, as the discriminator is drawn from a semi-normed space, the optimum cannot be readily connected
with a kernel-mean statistic, but rather must be determined using Calculus of Variations. Across both
Poly-LSGAN and Poly-WGAN (jointly called the PolyGAN variants), our analysis shows that the optimal
discriminators are the solution to elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs), more specifically, the iterated
Laplacian/polyharmonic PDE (Section 4.2, Appendices B&C). The closed-form Poly-WGAN discriminator
can be represented as an interpolator using the polyharmonic RBF kernel, which we implement through the
RBF network approximation with predetermined weights and centers (Section 4.3).

Figure 1 compares WGAN, GMMN, and PolyGAN variants. We show that Poly-WGAN outperforms the
baselines in terms of training stability and convergence on multivariate Gaussian and Gaussian mixture
learning (Section 6 and Appendix E). Although Poly-WGANs scale favorably in comparison to Poly-LSGAN,
the sample-complexity of the RBF-based discriminator remains challenging on high-dimensional image dataset.
As a proof-of-concept, we apply Poly-WGAN to latent-space matching with the Wasserstein autoencoder
(WAE) (Tolstikhin et al., 2018) (Section 7) and MMD-GAN (Li et al., 2017a) architectures (Appendix F),
and show that the proposed RBF discriminator achieves performance improvements over comparable WAE
variants in terms of various standard metrics on MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009),
CelebA (Liu et al., 2015) and LSUN-Churches (Yu et al., 2016) datasets. The emphasis in the proposed
PolyGAN formulation is less on outperforming the state of the art (Karras et al., 2019; 2020; 2021), and more
on gaining a deeper understanding of the underlying optimal discriminator in gradient-regularized GANs,
opening up new avenues in generative modeling.
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2 LSGAN, WGAN and Gradient Penalties

Mao et al. (2017) considered the GAN learning problem where the discriminator and generator networks
minimize the least-squares loss. To mimic the classifier nature of the standard GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014),
an a− b coding scheme is used, where a and b are the class labels of the generated samples and target data
samples, respectively. On the other hand, the generator is trained to generate samples that are assigned a
class label c by the discriminator. The resulting formulation is as follows:

LLS
D = 1

2 Ex∼pd [(D(x)− b)2] + 1
2 Ex∼pg [(D(x)− a)2] ; D∗(x) = arg min

D
LLS
D ,

and LLS
G = 1

2 Ex∼pg [(D∗(x)− c)2] ; p∗g(x) = arg min
pg
LLS
G ,

where E denotes the expectation operator. While Mao et al. (2017) show that setting b− a = 2 and c− a = 1
lead to the generator minimizing the Pearson-χ2 divergence, a more intuitive approach is to set c = b, which
enforces the generator to output samples that are classified as real by the discriminator.

Along a parallel vertical, Arjovsky et al. (2017) presented the GAN learning problem as one of optimal
transport, wherein the critic (or discriminator) minimizes the earth mover’s distance or Wasserstein-1 distance
between pd and pg. Through the Kantorovich–Rubinstein duality, they defined the WGAN discriminator and
generator losses as follows:

LWD = Ex∼pg [DL(x)]− Ex∼pd [DL(x)], and LWG = −LWD ,

where DL(x) denoted a Lipschitz-1 discriminator. While LWD was first introduced in the context of WGANs,
it forms the basis for all IPM based GANs. Arjovsky et al. (2017) clip the discriminator weights to
enforce the Lipschitz-1 constraint. Gulrajani et al. (2017) consider the WGAN with a gradient penalty
Ex∼pint

[
(‖∇D (x) ‖2 − 1)2

]
, where pint is an interpolated distribution between pd and pg. As noted by Rosca

et al. (2020), in general, the gradient penalties in GANs have the form ΩGP
D : Ex∼pr

[
(‖∇D (x) ‖2 −K)2

]
,

where pr is the reference density and K is a suitable constant. Setting K > 0 enforces a Lipschitz constraint,
while K = 0 promotes the smoothness of the learnt discriminator. For example, Kodali et al. (2017) employed
pd ∗ N (0, I), while Mescheder et al. (2018) showed that the regularizer ΩRD = Ex∼pr

[
‖∇D(x)‖2

2
]
with either

pr = pd or pr = pg (called WGAN-Rd and WGAN-Rg, respectively) guarantees local convergence even in
the case of discontinuous distributions. Kodali et al. (2017) also show that the gradient regularization
improves the empirical performance of LSGAN and other f -GAN variants. Mroueh et al. (2018) considered
a generalization of ΩRD for any choice of pr defined over Rn, giving rise to the class of Sobolev GANs. Petzka
et al. (2018) proposed WGAN with Lipschitz penalty (WGAN-LP), which applies a hinge-loss variant of
the gradient penalty, while Terjék (2020) proposed WGAN with adversarial LP (WGAN-ALP) to compute
the gradient penalty along the direction of maximum error. Anonymous (2023) considered the first-order
gradient-norm penalty, but obtained a closed-form expression for the discriminator given the generator for the
case when pr(x) is the uniform measure. They employ a Fourier-series approximation for the discriminator
and do away with training a discriminator neural network. Adler & Lunz (2018) implemented mth-order
generalizations of the cost empirically through a Fourier representation of the cost, but do not explore the
theoretical optimum in these scenarios.

We now consider the LSGAN cost subject to high-order gradient regularization, and show that the discriminator
optimization is one of high-dimensional interpolation. Helpful background on higher-order derivatives and
the Calculus of Variations is provided in Appendix A.

3 Regularized LSGAN and Least-squares Interpolation

We consider the mth-order generalization of the gradient regularizer considered by Mroueh et al. (2018)
and Anonymous (2023). The penalty is enforced uniformly for all values of x ∈ X , which is the convex
hull of the supports of pd and pg (i.e., we set pr to be the uniform density over X ). This can be viewed as
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interpolating over infinitely many samples drawn from pd and pg. The regularizer is then given by

ΩD =
(

1
|X |

∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx−K
)
, (1)

where ‖∇mD(x)‖2
2 is the square of the norm of the mth-order gradient vector (cf. Eq. (13), Appendix A),

and |X | denotes the volume of X . Consistent with the literature on high-dimensional interpolation (Duchon,
1977; Meinguet, 1979) and IPM-GANs (Mescheder et al., 2018; Mroueh et al., 2018), setting K = 0 promotes
smoothness of the learnt discriminator, thereby accelerating convergence of the training algorithm. The
corresponding regularized LSGAN cost is given by

LPoly−LS
D = 1

2 Ex∼pd [(D(x)− b)2] + 1
2 Ex∼pg [(D(x)− a)2] + λd

∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx, (2)

where λd ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the gradient penalty. When K = 0, the regularization
of the LSGAN cost with ΩD can be viewed as restricting the solution space to the Beppo-Levi space BLm,p,
comprising all functions defined over Rn, with mth-order gradients having finite Lp-norm. A more detailed
discussion on drawing the discriminator from BLm,p is provided in Section 4.1.

Consider an N -sample approximation of LLS
D in Equation (2), where NB samples are drawn from pd and pg

each (therefore, N = 2NB), represented by the dataset batch

D =
{

(ci, yi)
}N
i=1 =

{
(xi, b) | xi ∼ pd

}Nb
i=1

⋃{
(xj , a) | xj ∼ pg

}Nb
j=1.

The corresponding discriminator optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

D∗ = arg min
D

N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(ci)− yi)2 + λd

∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx. (3)

The above represents a regularized least-squares interpolation problem. When λd = 0, the optimum D∗ is an
interpolator that passes through the target points (ci, yi) exactly. On the other hand, for positive values
of λd, the minimization leads to smoother solutions, penalizing sharp transitions in the discriminator. We
found out experimentally that λd = 10 results in superior performance. A smoother discriminator allows for
more efficient training of the generator (Li et al., 2017b; Xu et al., 2018). The following theorem shows the
interpolating nature of the optimal discriminator.
Theorem 3.1. The optimal LSGAN discriminator that minimizes the cost given in Eqn. (3) is

D∗(x) =
N∑

1=i
(ci,yi)∼D

wiϕk (‖x− ci‖) + P (x;v), where ϕk(x) =
{
‖x‖k for k = 1, 3, 5, · · ·
‖x‖k ln(‖x‖) for k = 2, 4, 6, · · ·

(4)

is the polyharmonic radial basis function with the spline order k = 2m − n for a gradient order m, such
that k > 0, P (x;v) ∈ Pnm−1 is an (m− 1)th order polynomial parametrized by the coefficients v ∈ RL; L =(

n + m − 1
m − 1

)
, x ∈ X ⊆ Rn, D = {(ci, yi)} is the set of real and fake centers about which the polyharmonic

RBFs ϕk(‖·‖) are localized, ‖·‖ denotes the `2 norm. The N weights w = [w1, w2, . . . , wN ]T and L polynomial
coefficients v = [v1, v2, . . . , vL]T can be obtained by solving the linear system of equations:[

A + (−1)mλdCkI B
BT 0

] [
w
v

]
=
[
y
0

]
, (5)

where [A]i,j = ϕk(‖ci − cj‖), B =

 1 1 · · · 1
c1 c2 · · · cN
...

...
. . .

...
cm−1

1 cm−1
2 · · · cm−1

N


T

, and y = [y1, y2, · · · , yN ]T,
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I is the N×N identity matrix, and cji is a vectorized representation of all the terms of the jth-order polynomial
of ci, and Ck is a constant that depends only on the order k. The above system of equations has a unique
solution iff the kernel matrix A is invertible and B is full column-rank. Matrix A is invertible if the set of
real/fake centers are unique, and the kernel order k is positive. The matrix B is full rank if the set of centers
{ci} are linearly independent, and more specifically, do not lie on any subspace of Rn (Iske, 2004).

Proof. The proof follows by applying the Euler-Lagrange equation from the Calculus of Variations to the
cost in Equation (3), which yields the following differential equation that the optimal discriminator satisfies:

(
N∑
i=1

(D(x)− yi)δ(x− ci)
)

+ (−1)mλd∆mD(x)
∣∣
D=D∗(x) = 0

The solution to the above PDE constitutes a polyharmonic sum which is the particular solution, and the
polynomial component which represents the homogeneous component, i.e., solutions to ∆mf(x) = 0 (Iske,
2004). Substituting the optimal discriminator into the loss in Equation 3 yields the family of equations that
the optimal weights and polynomial coefficients satisfy. The details are provided in Appendix B. For k ≤ 0,
the system of equations does not have a solution, as [A]i,i →∞. Owing to the polyharmonic radial basis
kernel, the proposed approach is referred to as Poly-LSGAN. The solution is applicable for all x ∈ X . Outside
of the domain, the loss vanishes, obviating the need for optimization.

3.1 Experimental Limitations of Poly-LSGAN

We evaluate the optimal Poly-LSGAN discriminator for learning synthetic 2-D Gaussian and Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs), and subsequently discuss extensions to handle images. Detailed discussions are provided
in Appendices E.1 and F.1. We provide only a summary of the observations here. On low-dimensional
Gaussian learning tasks, using the polyharmonic RBF discriminator results in superior generator performance
(lower W2,2 scores). However, the Poly-LSGAN algorithm does not scale well with the dimensionality of the
data for image-space learning on datasets such as MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and CelebA. To illustrate the
limitation, we consider the polyharmonic spline of order k = 2 for learning 784-dimensional MNIST data.
This requires a 784+2

2 − 1 = 392nd-degree polynomial consisting of O(10323) coefficients! In general, given N
centers in Rn and gradient order m, solving for the weights and coefficients requires inverting a matrix of size
M = N +

(
n + m − 1

m − 1

)
, which requires O(M3) computations. For example, given a batch size of N = 100 and

data in R128, we have M ≈ O(104) for m = 3, and M ≈ O(105) for m = 4. However, as the Poly-LSGAN
solution is only valid for k > 0 or m > dn2 e (cf. Appendix C.5), the problem becomes intractable, with
M ≈ O(1051) or higher! We therefore restrict the solution to include only 3rd order polynomials. Although
clearly sub-optimal, this work-around results in an implementable solution.

The results of training Poly-LSGAN on image datasets are discussed in Appendix F.1. While the underlying
structure is learnt, the generated images are far from being realistic and below par compared with standard
GAN results. Poly-LSGAN failed to converge as the matrix B turned out to be rank-deficient. As noted in
the literature on mesh-free interpolation (Iske, 2004), B must be full column-rank for the system of equations
(Eq. (5)) to have a unique solution. This requires the centers ci to not lie on a subspace/manifold of Rn.
However, from the manifold hypothesis (Kelley, 2017; Vershynin, 2018), we know that structured image
datasets lie precisely in such low-dimensional manifolds. One possible workaround is to avoid training GANs
on images, and instead perform adversarial score matching (Jolicoeur-Martineau et al., 2021). Yet another
approach is to not compute the weights through matrix inversion. In the remainder of this paper, we consider
the latter approach, wherein we enforce the higher-order gradient constraint on the Wasserstein GAN cost.
Through a variational analysis, we show that even in this setting, the links to high-dimensional interpolation
hold, but the weights can be computed without the need for solving a system of equations. We therefore
focus on WGAN with the higher-order gradient-norm constraint in the remainder of the paper.
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4 WGAN with Higher-order Gradient Regularization

We consider the WGAN-IPM loss, with the mth-order gradient-norm regularizer ΩD (cf. Equation (1)). The
resulting Lagrangian of the discriminator cost is given by:

LPoly−W
D = Ex∼pg [D(x)]− Ex∼pd [D(x)] + λd

(∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx−K|X |
)

(6)

=
∫
X
D(x) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + λd

(
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 −K
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

F(D,∂αD; |α|=m)

dx, (7)

where λd is the Lagrange multiplier associated with ΩD, which is optimized as a dual variable. We show
in Appendix C.2 that the choice of K simply scales the optimal dual variable λ∗d by a factor of 1√

K , but
the optimal generator distribution p∗g(x) remains unaffected. Therefore, to maintain consistency with the
LSGAN formulation, we consider K = 0 in the remainder of this paper, while the generalization to positive
K is discussed in Appendix C.2. Before proceeding with the optimality of Poly-WGANs, we discuss the
implications of the chosen regularizer on the constraint space of the discriminator.

4.1 Constraint Space of the Discriminator

Both the Poly-LSGAN and the Poly-WGAN discriminator functions are solutions to gradient-regularized
optimization problems. The Poly-LSGAN optimization results in discriminator functions that are sufficiently
smooth (large m) and interpolate between the positive and negative class labels. On the other hand, the
smooth Poly-WGAN discriminator can be seen as approximating large positive values corresponding to the
reals, and large negative values corresponding to the fakes.

In both PolyGANs, the optimization problem can be interpreted as restricting solutions to belong to the
Beppo-Levi space BLm,p, endowed with the semi-norm ‖D‖BLm,p = ‖∇mD(x)‖Lp . The mth-order gradient
penalty considered in Eq. (6) corresponds to BLm,2. Unlike a norm, the semi-norm does not satisfy the
point-separation property, i.e., ‖D‖BLm,p = 0 6⇒ D = 0. Contrast this with the Sobolev space Wm,p,
which comprises all functions with finite Lp-norms of the gradients up to order m, endowed with the norm
‖D‖Wm,p =

∑m
k=0 ‖∇kD(x)‖Lp . The Sobolev space Wm,p is a Banach space, and for the case of p = 2, it

is a Hilbert space. The null-space of the Beppo-Levi semi-norm comprises all (m− 1)-degree polynomials
defined over Rn, denoted by Pnm−1(x). The Sobolev semi-norm considered by Mroueh et al. (2018) is the
first-order Beppo-Levi semi-norm. Adler & Lunz (2018) consider Sobolev spaces in Banach WGAN and
implement the loss through a Bessel potential approach, relying on a Fourier transform of the loss. They
provide experimental results, but an in-depth analysis of the discriminator optimization is lacking. We
optimize the GAN loss defined in Eq. (6) within a variational framework and choose Beppo-Levi BLm,2 as
the constraint space and provide a closed-form solution for the optimal discriminator. Our approach also
highlights the interplay between the gradient order m and the dimensionality of the data n, and its influence
on the performance of the GAN.

4.2 The Optimal Poly-WGAN Discriminator and Generator

Consider the integral form of the discriminator loss given in Eq. (6). The following Theorem gives us the
optimal Poly-WGAN discriminator.
Theorem 4.1. The optimal discriminator that minimizes the loss LD is a solution to the following PDE:

∆mD(x) = (−1)m+1

2λd
(pg(x)− pd(x)) , ∀ x ∈ X , (8)

where ∆m is the polyharmonic operator of order m. The particular solution D∗p(x) is given by

D∗p(x) = (−1)m+1

2λd
((pg − pd) ∗ ψ2m−n) (x), (9)

7
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which is a multidimensional convolution with the polyharmonic radial basis function ψ2m−n(x), which in turn
is the fundamental solution to the polyharmonic equation: ∆m%ψ2m−n(x) = δ(x), for some constant %, and
is given by

ψ2m−n(x) =
{
‖x‖2m−n if 2m− n < 0 or n is odd,
‖x‖2m−n ln(‖x‖) if 2m− n ≥ 0 and n is even.

(10)

The general solution D∗(x) is given by D∗(x) = D∗p(x) + P (x), where P (x) ∈ Pnm−1, which is the space of
all (m− 1)th order polynomials defined over Rn.

Proof. From the integrand F in Eq. (7), we have

∂F
∂D

= pg(x)− pd(x), and (−1)m
∑

α:|α|=m

∂α
(

∂F
∂(∂αD)

)
= (−1)m2λd∆mD.

Substituting the above in the Euler-Lagrange condition from the Calculus of Variations (Eq. (14)) results
in the PDE stated in Eq. (8). The solution to the PDE can be obtained in terms of the solution to the
inhomogeneous equation ∆mf(x) = δ(x). PDEs of this type have been extensively researched. The book on
Polyharmonic Functions by Aronszajn et al. (1983) is an authoritative reference on the topic. It has been
shown that ψ2m−n(x) defined in Eq. (10) is the fundamental solution, up to a constant %. Convolving both
sides of Eq. (8) with ψ2m−n(x) yields Eq. (9). The value of % for various m and n is given by in Appendix C.1.

Equation 9 provides the particular solution to the PDE governing the discriminator. As in the case of
Poly-LSGAN, the general solution also includes the homogeneous component. The homogeneous component
belongs to the null-space Pnm−1 of the Beppo-Levi semi-norm. The general solution to the discriminator is
D∗(x) = D∗p(x) + P (x), where P (x) ∈ Pnm−1. The exact choice of the polynomial depends on the boundary
conditions and will be discussed in Appendix C.5.

The optimal Lagrange multiplier λ∗d can be determined by solving the dual optimization problem. A
discussion is provided in Appendix C.2. The polyharmonic function ψ2m−n can be seen as an extension
of Poly-LSGAN kernel ϕk that permits negative orders. Since the optimal discriminator does not require
any weight computation, the associated singularity of the kernel matrix can be ignored. The optimal GAN
discriminator defined in WGAN-FS (Anonymous, 2023) and Sobolev GANs (Mroueh et al., 2018) are a special
case of Theorem 4.2 for m = 1.

Obtaining the optimal discriminator is only one-half of the problem, with the optimal generator constituting
the other half. In baseline GANs, the discriminator can be interpreted as approximating the divergence or
IPM between distributions. Consequently, the generator is known to minimize the corresponding divergence,
or distance function between distributions, and therefore, the optimum is attained when the two distributions
match. However, in PolyGANs, the discriminator does not correspond to an IPM, as the Beppo-Levi space
is a semi-normed space with a null-space component. Therefore, it must be shown that a generator that
minimizes a loss employing the Poly-WGAN discriminator indeed results in the desired convergence of the
generator distribution to that of the target. Although in practice, the push-forward distribution of the
generator is well-defined, it remains to be shown that training the generator in PolyGANs indeed results in
the generator distribution approaching the target. As a mathematical safeguard, we incorporate constraints
to ensure that the learnt function is indeed a valid distribution, along the lines of Anonymous (2023). In
particular, we consider the integral constraint Ωp :

∫
X pg(x)dx = 1, and the point-wise non-negativity

constraint Φp : pg(x) ≥ 0, ∀ x ∈ X . While Ωp readily fits into the Euler-Lagrange framework, Φp must be
cast into an integral form with a point-wise Lagrange multiplier function µp(x) : X → R−, where R− is the
set of negative real numbers. Effectively, µp(x) ≤ 0 ∀ x ∈ X (Gelfand & Fomin, 1964), which yields the
Lagrangian of the generator loss function:

LG = Ex∼pd [D∗(x)]− Ex∼pg [D∗(x)] + λp

(∫
X
pg(x) dx− 1

)
+
∫
X
µp(x)pg(x) dx, (11)

where λp ∈ R and µp(x) are the Lagrange multipliers. The following theorem specifies the optimal generator
density that minimizes LG given the optimal discriminator.
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Theorem 4.2. Optimal generator density: Consider the minimization of the generator loss LG. The
optimal generator density is given by p∗g(x) = pd(x), ∀ x ∈ X . The optimal Lagrange multipliers are

λ∗p ∈ R and µ∗p(x) =
{

0, ∀ x : pd(x) > 0,
Q(x) ∈ Pnm−1(x), ∀ x : pd(x) = 0,

respectively, where Q(x) is a non-positive polynomial of degree m − 1, i.e., Q(x) ≤ 0 ∀ x, such that
pd(x) = 0. The solution is valid for all choices of the homogeneous component P (x) ∈ Pnm−1(x) in the
optimal discriminator.

Proof. As the cost function involves convolution terms, the Euler-Lagrange condition cannot be applied
readily, and the optimum must be derived using the Fundamental Lemma of Calculus of Variations (Gelfand
& Fomin, 1964), as in the case of WGAN-FS (Anonymous, 2023).

Consider the Lagrangian of the generator loss LG. Enforcing the first-order necessary conditions for a
minimizer of the cost yields the following equation that the optimum solution p∗g(x) satisfies the equation
p∗g(x) = pd(x) +

(
λ∗
d

ξ

)
∆mµ∗p(x). It is clear from the above solution that the optimum, p∗g(x), does not depend

on the choice of the homogeneous component P (x) in the optimal discriminator. The optimal Lagrange
multipliers can be determined through dual optimization and enforcing the complementary slackness condition
to obtain the result in Theorem 4.2. The detailed proof is provided in Appendix C.3.

4.3 Practical Considerations

The closed-form discriminator in Equation (9) involves multidimensional convolution in a high-dimensional
space. For instance, considering MNIST database with 28× 28 size images, the convolution must be carried
out in R784! Further, since closed-form expressions for pg and pd are not available in practice, the convolutions
cannot be computed. A practical alternative is needed, for which we propose a sample approximation to
D∗(x), which also links well with other kernel-based generative models such as GMMNs. The following
lemma presents an implementable form of the optimal discriminator.
Theorem 4.3. The particular optimal discriminator D∗p(x) given in Eq. (9) can be approximated through
the following sample estimate:

D̃∗p(x) = ξ

λ∗dN

∑
ci∼pg

ψ2m−n(x− ci)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spg

− ξ

λ∗dN

∑
cj∼pd

ψ2m−n(x− cj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spd

(12)

where ψ2m−n is the polyharmonic kernel, as described in Eq. 10.

Theorem 4.3 shows that the sample approximation of Poly-WGAN discriminator can be implemented through
an RBF network. The proof is given in Appendix C.4. Incorporating the homogeneous component in the
solution becomes impractical in higher dimensions. However, by virtue of Theorem 4.2 and the first-order
methods employed in updating the generator parameters, we argue that not incorporating the homogeneous
component is not too detrimental to GAN optimization. Therefore, we set P (x) to be the zero polynomial
(i.e., set P (x) = 0). This argument is presented in Appendix C.5.

5 Interpreting The Optimal Discriminator in PolyGANs

Theorem 4.1 shows that, in gradient-regularized LSGAN and WGAN, the optimal discriminators that trainable
neural networks learn to approximate are expressible as kernel-based convolutions. In particular, the gradient-
norm penalty induces a polyharmonic kernel interpolator. By virtue of Theorems 3.1 and 4.2, this takes the
form of a weighted sum of distance functions (for example, when n is odd, we have

∑N
i=1wi‖x− ci‖2m−n).

While in the case of Poly-LSGAN, the weights must be computed by matrix inversion, in the case of
Poly-WGAN, the analysis is tractable, because the weights reduce to ± ξ

λ∗
d
N (cf. Equation (12)).
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Figure 2: A comparison of the discriminator function and its gradient for WGAN-GP and Poly-WGAN
for various choices of m, when the target and generator distributions are Gaussian. (a) The discriminator
functions are normalized to [−1, 1] to facilitate comparison. While the WGAN-GP discriminator is a
three-layer feedforward network trained until convergence, which took about 50 iterations, the Poly-WGAN
discriminator is computed in closed-form (Equations (12)). The Poly-WGAN discriminator for m = 1 is the
optimal form of the discriminator learnt in WGAN-GP. Across all variants, the Poly-WGAN discriminator
accurately changes in sign at the mid-point between the two distributions. (b) The unnormalized discriminator
gradients illustrate the convergence speed-up observed in Poly-WGAN. The gradient magnitude increases
with the penalty order. For orders m ≥ 5, the generator training is unstable due to exploding gradients.

For order 2m− n < 0, the optimal discriminator acts as an inverse-distance weighted (IDW) interpolator,
where the centers closest to the sample x under evaluation have a stronger influence, while for 2m−n > 0, the
effect of the far-off centers is stronger. The latter is particularly helpful in pulling the generator distribution
towards the target distribution when the two are far apart. Additionally, when 2m− n < 0, the weights in
Poly-LSGAN cannot be computed, as A is no longer a valid kernel matrix, while in Poly-WGANs, although
tractable, the solution is singular at the target centers, causing training instability. As an illustration, Figure 2
presents the learnt discriminator, and its unnormalized gradient in the case of 1-D learning with WGAN-GP,
and those implemented in Poly-WGAN for m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. While the WGAN-GP discriminator is a three-layer
feedforward network trained until convergence, the Poly-WGAN discriminator is a closed-form RBF network.
The discriminator functions are normalized to the range [−1, 1] to facilitate visual comparison, but the
gradients are presented unnormalized. For n = 1, the value of 2m− n is positive for all m. From Figure 2(b),
we observe that the magnitude of the gradient increases with the gradient order, resulting in a stronger
gradient for training the generator. We observed empirically (cf. Section 6.1) that this causes exploding
gradients for large m, and in practice, the generator training is superior when the order m ≈ n

2 .

The discriminator function D̃∗p(x) comprises the difference between two RBF interpolations: Spd operating
entirely on the real data (ci ∼ pd), and Spg operating on the fake ones (cj ∼ pg). For a test sample x drawn
from the generator, the value of Spg is smaller than Spd with a high probability, and vice versa for samples
drawn from pd. A reasonable generator should output samples that result in a lower value for Spd than Spg ,
and eventually, over the course of learning, transport pg towards pd, i.e., Spg → Spd ⇒ D̃∗p(x)→ 0.

5.1 Related Works

GANs and Gradient Flows: A prominent example where an RBF network has been used for the
discriminator is that of Hu et al. (2020), who solve 2-D flow-field reconstruction problems. KALE Flow (Glaser
et al., 2021) and MMD-Flow (Mroueh & Nguyen, 2021) also consider explicit forms of the discriminator
function in terms of kernels, as opposed to training a neural network to approximate a chosen divergence
between the distributions. However, unlike in PolyGANs, they leverage the closed-form function to derive the
associated gradient field of the discriminator, over which a flow-based approach is employed to transform
samples drawn from a parametric noise distribution into those following the target distribution. Similarly, in
Sobolev descent (Mroueh et al., 2019; Mroueh & Rigotti, 2020), a gradient flow over the Sobolev GAN critic
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is implemented. A similar approach could also be explored in this context, considering the gradient field of
the Poly-WGAN discriminator, which is a promising direction for future research.

GANs and Neural Tangent Kernels: Along another vertical, Franceschi et al. (2022) and Zhang et al.
(2022) analyze the IPM-GAN losses from the perspective of neural tangent kernels (NTKs), and show that
the existing IPM-GAN losses optimize an MMD-kernel loss associated with the NTK of an infinite-width
discriminator network (under suitable assumptions on the network architecture) with the kernel drawn from
an associated RKHS. In contrast, we consider the functional form of the discriminator optimization, and
derive a kernel-based optimum considering both the WGAN and LSGAN losses with higher-order gradient
regularizers. Our formulation does not consider a distance metric, but a pseudo-norm, and the optimization
schemes used provides a general approach to analyzing regularized GAN losses.

6 Experimental Validation on Synthetic Data

We now compare Poly-WGAN with the following baselines: WGAN-GP, WGAN-LP, WGAN-ALP, WGAN-
Rd and WGAN-Rg variants of WGANs; and GMMN with the Gaussian (GMMN-RBFG) and the inverse
multiquadric (GMMN-IMQ) kernels (cf. Section 2).

6.1 Two-dimensional Gaussian Learning

To serve as an illustration, consider the tasks of learning 2-D unimodal and multimodal Gaussian distributions.
The data preparation and network architectures are described in Appendix D.2. For performance quantification,
we use the Wasserstein-2 distance between the target and generator distributions

(
W2,2(pd, pg)

)
. Figure 3(a)

showsW2,2(pd, pg) versus the iteration count, on the 2-D Gaussian learning task. Two variants of Poly-WGAN
were considered, one with m = 1 and the other with m = 2. In both cases, the convergence of Poly-WGAN is
about two times faster than WGAN-Rd, which is the best performing baseline. Figure 3(b) showsW2,2(pd, pg)
as a function of iterations for GMM learning. Again, Poly-WGAN converges faster than the baselines and
to a better score (lower W2,2(pd, pg) value). Images comparing the performance of the GAN models are
included in Appendix E.2 and ablation experiments showcasing the computational speedup in Poly-WGAN
(of about two orders of magnitude) over baselines are provided in Appendix 6.3.

Choice of the Gradient Order: Figure 3(e) shows the Wasserstein-2 distanceW2,2(pd, pg) for Poly-WGAN
as a function of iterations for various m. We observe that m = n

2 = 1 is the fastest in terms of convergence
speed, while penalties up to order m = 6 also result in favorable convergence behavior. For values of m such
that 2m− n ≥ 10, we encountered numerical instability issues. In view of these findings, we suggest m ≈ dn2 e.
A discussion on why this choice of m is also theoretically sound, based on the Sobolev embedding theorem, is
given in Appendix C.5. Poly-WGAN with m = 1 is also robust to the choice of the learning rate parameter.
For instance, it converges stably even for learning rates as high as 10−1.

6.2 Higher-dimensional Gaussian Learning

Next, we demonstrate the success of Poly-WGANs in a high-dimensional setting. The target distribution
is the Gaussian N (0.71n, 0.2 In), where 12 is the 2-D vector of ones, and I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.
To consider both even and odd variants of the polyharmonic solution, we perform two experiments, one
with n = 16 and the other with n = 63. We also analyze the effect of varying m for the case when n = 6.
The generator has the DCGAN architecture (Radford et al., 2016), while the other training parameters and
architectures are identical to the 2-D learning scenario (cf. Appendix D.2). The convergence is measured
in terms of the Wasserstein-2 distance, W2,2(pd, pg). Figure 3(f) shows W2,2 as a function of iterations
for Poly-WGAN learning for various m. We observe that m = n

2 performs the best, as suggested by the
theoretical analysis in Section 4.3. Similar to the 2-D Gaussian case, numerical instability was encountered
for 2m− n ≥ 10. The instability can be overcome to a certain extent by reducing the learning rate, but at
the expense of slow training. Therefore, we consider m =

⌈
n
2
⌉
as the most stable choice in the subsequent

experiments. Figures 3(c) & (d) present the results for learning on 16-D and 63-D Gaussians, respectively,
where Poly-WGAN with

⌈
n
2
⌉th-order penalty outperforms the baselines, converging by an order of magnitude

faster in both cases.
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Figure 3: Training GAN variants on multivariate Gaussians. Wasserstein-2 distance between the data and
generator distributions

(
W2,2(pd, pg)

)
on learning (a) a 2-D Gaussian; (b) a 2-D Gaussian mixture model

(GMM) ; (c) a 16-D Gaussian; (d) a 63-D Gaussian; (e) a 2-D Gaussian using Poly-WGAN for various m; and
(f) a 6-D Gaussian using Poly-WGAN for various m. The legend is common to subfigures (a)-(d). Subfigure
(a) further depicts two scenarios of Poly-WGAN for m = 1 (solid line) and m = 2 (dashed line). In subfigures
(b)-(d) m = n

2 (solid line). W2,2 based comparison shows that Poly-WGAN outperforms the WGAN variants
and the GMMN baselines in all the scenarios considered. Among the Poly-WGAN variants, the performance
is the best for m =

⌈
n
2
⌉
, which corresponds to (e) m = 1 in the case of 2-D Gaussian learning; and (f) m = 3

for 6-D Gaussian learning.

6.3 Ablation Experiments

Having shown that the Poly-WGAN formulation indeed results in superior performance compared to the
baselines, we now perform ablation experiments to gain a deeper understanding into the advantages of
implementing the RBF-based Poly-WGAN discriminator, over the baselines.

To evaluate the computational speed-up achieved by Poly-WGAN over GANs with trainable discriminators,
we perform ablation experiments comparing the convergence of Poly-WGAN and the best-case baseline
WGAN-Rd (cf. Section 6.1). The RBF discriminator in Poly-WGAN is compared against the WGAN-Rd
discriminator trained for Diters ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 100} steps per generator update. We report results on the
2-D and 63-D Gaussian learning tasks. The convergence plots for W2,2(pd, pg) as a function of iterations
are provided in Figure 4, while the converged W2,2(pd, pg) scores, and the time taken between generator
updates for different choices of Diters (referred to as Compute Time) are presented in Table 1. We observe
that the baseline GAN performance converges to that of Poly-WGAN, as Diters increases. On the 2-D
learning task, the compute time in Poly-WGAN is on par with the WGAN-Rd with Diters ≈ 5. However, as
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Figure 4: A comparison of the Wasserstein-2 distance between pd and pg (W2,2(pd, pg)) on (a) 2-D Gaussian;
and (b) 63-D Gaussian learning. Poly-WGAN is compared against WGAN-Rd, which is the best-performing
baseline (cf. Figure 3). While Poly-WGAN employs a closed-form discriminator, the discriminator in the
baseline is updated for Diters iterations per generator update. We observe that, as the number of discriminator
updates increases, the baseline performance approaches the optimal discriminator considered in Poly-WGAN.

the dimensionality of the data increases, the advantage of Poly-WGAN becomes apparent. Poly-WGAN is
nearly twice as fast as WGAN-Rd with Diters = 1, while achieving W2,2(pd, pg) scores that are two orders
of magnitude lower than the baseline. Experimentally, Poly-WGAN is two orders of magnitude faster in
training than WGAN-Rd with Diters = 100. These results clearly show that Poly-WGAN achieves superior
performance over the best-case baselines, in a fraction of the training time of the generator.

To gain insights into the discriminator in PolyGAN, we consider comparisons against two baseline discriminator
Scenarios – (i) A neural-network discriminator with four fully-connected layers and the hyperbolic tangent
activation, consisting of 256, 64 and 32 and one node(s), trained using the regularized Poly-WGAN loss
(cf. Equation (6)). We set K = 0 and replace the integral in the constraint with its sample estimate, akin
to WGAN-Rd and WGAN-Rg. The higher-order gradients are computed by means of nested automatic
differentiation loops. (ii) A trainable version of the Poly-WGAN discriminator, wherein the centers and
weights are initialized as in Poly-WGAN, but are subsequently updated by means of an un-regularized WGAN
loss. The regularization is implicit, enforced by the choice of the activation function, which corresponds to
the polyharmonic kernel of order m. We consider the 5-D Gaussian learning task (cf. Section 6.2).

Figure 5(a) compares the convergence of the Wasserstein-2 metric W2,2(pd, pg) as a function of iterations for
Poly-WGAN (solid lines), and the trainable discrimination in Scenario (i) (dashed lines), for various choices
of m. Akin to baseline GANs, the discriminator is trained for 5 updates per generator update. In accordance
with the observations in Section 6.1, we observed that m = 3 results in the best performance. For each m, the
trainable baseline GAN is inferior to the corresponding Poly-WGAN. Kernel orders m = 1, 2 lead to a poorer
performance as the kernel is singular when m < dn2 e. However, the trainable discriminator approach from
Scenario (i) does not scale with the dimensionality of the data, as the memory requirement in computing
the nested high-order gradients grows exponentially. For example, in the 5-D experiment considered above,
for m = 1, we require ≈ 700 MB of system memory to store the value necessary to compute the gradient
penalty via back-propagation. However, for m = 4 we require ≈ 9 GB of system memory! Given the choice
m = dn2 e = 3, we also compare the effect of training the discriminator for Diters updaters per generator
update. From Figure 5(b), we observe that the performance of the GAN with the trainable discriminator
converged to the performance of Poly-GAN as Diters increases. To isolate the effect of the discriminator
architecture on Poly-WGAN’s performance, we compare Poly-WGAN with m = 3 against a trainable RBF
discriminator as described in Scenario (ii). From Figure 5(c), we observe that, given the kernel order and the
network architecture, training the RBF discriminate via stochastic-gradient updates results in significantly
higher training instability. For small values of Diters, there are large oscillations in the early stages of training,
as the quality of the discriminator is sub-par. As Diters increases, we observed mode collapse in GANs with
a trainable RBF discriminator, as the variance of the learnt gaussian converges to a small value. These
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performance issues can be attributed to the learnable centers and weights, as the resulting discriminator
would be a poor approximation to the ideal classifier.

These ablation experiments show that the performance of Poly-WGAN is superior to that of a GAN with a
trainable RBF discriminator, which in turn is superior to the GAN with the discriminator trained on the
Poly-WGAN loss. However, the scalability of Poly-WGAN to high dimensions remains a bottleneck, which
we circumvent using latent-space optimization so that PolyGANs become viable on image datasets.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Poly-WGAN against baseline GANs with a trainable discriminator on learning 5-D
unimodal Gaussian data. Subfigures (a) & (b) consider a neural-network discriminator trained using the
regularized Poly-WGAN loss (cf. Equation (6)), while in (c) the RBF discriminator is trained to minimize
the unregularized WGAN loss. (a) For each m, the trainable baseline GAN is inferior to the corresponding
Poly-WGAN, while Poly-WGAN with m = 3 results in the best performance. (b) The performance of
the GAN with the trainable discriminator converges to the performance of Poly-GAN as Diters increases.
(c) Training the RBF discriminator via stochastic-gradient updates results in significantly higher training
instability compared to Poly-WGAN with the closed-form weights and centers.

Table 1: A comparison of training times for Poly-WGAN against the WGAN-Rd baseline, considering various
number of updates steps of the discriminator (Diters), per generator update. The models are trained on
a workstation with a single NVIDIA 3090 GPU with 24 GB of Visual RAM, and 64 GB of system RAM.
Results are presented for learning 2-D and 63-D Gaussian data. The models are trained with a batch size of
500 in the case of 2-D Gaussian data, and 100 in the 63-D learning task. The table presents the (i) Compute
Time (in seconds) per generate update; and (ii) the Wasserstein-2 distance W2,2 between the generator and
data distributions of the trained model. The compute requirement in Poly-WGAN is on par with the baseline
WGAN with 5 discriminator updates in low-dimensional learning tasks. As the dimensionality of the data
increases, the computational load in the baselines increase drastically, with Poly-WGAN achieving superior
performance with a fraction of the training time.

WGAN flavor Diters
2-D Gaussian 63-D Gaussian

Compute Time (s) ↓ W2,2(pd, pg) ↓ Compute Time (s) ↓ W2,2(pd, pg) ↓

Poly-WGAN – 0.4951± 0.0034 0.0107 0.0987 ± 0.0067 0.3187

WGAN-Rd

100 1.2451± 0.0044 0.0889 9.6541± 0.0085 10.5561
20 0.6834± 0.0055 0.0743 1.9622± 0.0071 21.1581
10 0.5283± 0.0023 0.0695 0.9412± 0.0083 25.3296
5 0.4972± 0.0043 0.1571 0.5325± 0.0073 29.3043
2 0.4856± 0.0072 0.3880 0.2358± 0.0032 42.0041
1 0.4420 ± 0.0045 0.3880 0.1416± 0.0051 68.8278
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7 Experimental Validation on Standard Image Datasets

We now apply the Poly-WGAN framework to benchmark image datasets considering image- and latent-space
matching. Akin to kernel based methods, Poly-WGAN is also affected by the curse of dimensionality (Bellman,
1957). Our aim is to develop a better understanding of the optimal discriminator in GANs and gain deeper
insights, and not necessarily to outperform state-of-the-art generative techniques such as StyleGAN (Karras
et al., 2021) or Diffusion models (Ho et al., 2020). Therefore, to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing
the optimal discriminator, as opposed to designing networks in an uninformed way, we compare the RBF
discriminator against comparable latent-space learning algorithms. There are two approaches to learning
the latent-space representation in GANs – by introducing an encoder in the generator, or by introducing
an encoder in the discriminator. In the image-space setting, Poly-WGAN converges faster and outperforms
GMMN variants in terms of FID, although both variants generate images of poor visual quality. The
experiments are presented in Appendix F.2.

Latent-space encoders and GANs: Encoding networks were originally introduced in a GAN setting in
the context of adversarial autoencoders (AAEs) (Makhzani et al., 2015) considering the Jensen-Shannon
divergence (JSD) between the target standard Gaussian pz ∼ N (0, I) and the latent distribution of data pd` .
A generalization incorporating Wasserstein costs was presented in the Wasserstein autoencoder (WAE) (Tol-
stikhin et al., 2018), where the generator also plays the role of an encoder network and the discriminator is
an IPM between pd` (the fake class) and pz (the real class). The decoder network learns a mapping from
the latent space to the image space. Training the encoder-decoder pair in WAEs is a stable alternative to
training GANs in the image space (Khayatkhoei et al., 2018; Pinetz et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2021). Tolstikhin
et al. (2018); Patrini et al. (2018); Kolouri et al. (2019) and Gong et al. (2021) also consider kernel-based
metrics to improve computational efficiency. We compare the performance of PolyGAN approach applied
to WAE (PolyGAN-WAE) against the following baselines — WAE-GAN with the JSD based discriminator
cost (Tolstikhin et al., 2018), the Wasserstein adversarial autoencoder with the Lipschitz penalty (WAAE-
LP) (Anonymous, 2023), WAE-MMD with RBFG and IMQ kernels (Tolstikhin et al., 2018), the sliced WAE
(SWAE) (Kolouri et al., 2019), the Cramér-Wold autoencoder (CWAE) (Knop et al., 2020) and WAE with a
Fourier-series representation for the discriminator (WAEFR) (Anonymous, 2023). While WAE-GAN and
WAAE-LP have a trainable discriminator network, the other variants use kernel metrics between pz and pd` .

An alternative to encoding in the generator space, is to learn latents representations of the real and fake
images by an autoencoder discriminator architecture, as proposed in MMD-GANs by Li et al. (2017a). The
need for adversarial training in the MMD-GAN discriminator results in less stable training in comparison
with the MMD kernel-based methods in WAE. We therefore carry out experiments on the WAE formulation
here, and provide comparisons with MMD-GAN in terms of FID and time-complexity in Appendix F.5.

7.1 Experimentation on Wasserstein Autoencoders

We consider four image datasets: MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA, and LSUN-Churches. The learning parameters
are identical to those reported by Knop et al. (2020), while the network architectures are described in
Appendix D.2. We consider a 16-D latent space for MNIST, 64-D for CIFAR-10, and 128-D for CelebA and
LSUN-Churches. PolyGAN-WAE uses m =

⌈
n
2
⌉
in all the cases. The performance metrics considered are

Fréchet inception distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2018), kernel inception distance (KID) (Bińkowski et al.,
2018), image sharpness (Arjovsky et al., 2017) and reconstruction error 〈RE〉. We present FID comparisons
here, while the other metrics are compared in Appendix F.2.

Figure 6 presents examples of images generated by PolyGAN-WAE when decoding samples drawn from
the target latent distribution. Table 11 presents the FID of the best case converged models. We reiterate
that, while these experiments are not designed to compete against state-of-the-art GANs, they compare
the performance of applying a network- or kernel-based discriminator agains the RBF approach. PolyGAN-
WAE outperforms the baseline WAEs in terms of FID on all datasets, with about 20% improvement on
low-dimensional data such as MNIST. All the models considered failed to generate good quality images when
trained on multi-class CIFAR-10, whereas SWAE failed to generate meaningful results on LSUN-Churches.
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Table 2: A comparison of the WAE variants including PolyGAN-WAE in terms of Fréchet inception distance
(FID). While WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP have a trainable discriminator, WAE-MMD, SWAE and CWAE
use closed-form kernel functions. PolyGAN-WAE attains the optimal discriminator in closed form, while
overcoming the instabilities of computing the Fourier-series expansions in WAEFR. PolyGAN-WAE achieves
the best (lowest) FID compared to the baseline latent-space matching variants.

WAE flavor MNIST CIFAR-10 CelebA LSUN-Churches

WAE-GAN 21.6762 123.8843 42.9431 161.3421
WAAE-LP 21.2401 110.2232 43.5090 160.4971

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 51.2025 143.7128 56.0618 160.4867
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 25.9116 106.1817 43.6560 155.9920

SWAE 28.7962 107.4853 51.0265 195.6828
CWAE 25.0545 108.4172 44.8659 170.9388
WAEFR 21.2387 100.7347 38.3044 156.2485

PolyGAN-WAE 17.2273 97.3268 34.1568 139.6939

MNIST CIFAR-10 CelebA LSUN-Churches

Figure 6: Images generated by PolyGAN-WAE upon decoding Gaussian distributed inputs.

8 Discussion and Conclusions

Considering the LSGAN frameworks, we showed that the GAN discriminator effectively functions as a
high-dimensional interpolator involving the polyharmonic kernel. While Poly-LSGAN precisely matches the
interpolation schemes, limitations in computing the inverse of very large matrices, and singularity issues
potentially caused due to the manifold structure of images, made the approach impractical. We then extended
the formulation to the WGAN-IPM, and showed that the interpolating nature of the optimal discriminator
continues to hold. Poly-WGAN lies at the intersection between IPM based GANs and RKHS based MMD
kernel losses, where the loss constrains the discriminator to come from the semi-normed Beppo-Levi space.
Through a variational optimization, we showed that the optimal discriminator in both variants is the solution
to an iterated Laplacian PDE, involving the polyharmonic RBF. We explored implementations of the one-shot
optimal RBF discriminator and demonstrated speed up in GAN convergence, compared to both gradient-
penalty based GANs and kernel based GMMNs in terms of standard convergence metrics such as W2,2.
However, scaling the RBF discriminator to classify images in high-dimensional settings becomes impractical as
the number of centers required in Rn grows as n (Tavkhelidze, 2007). We therefore restricted the discriminator
to work on the latent-space distribution of the data, learnt by a Wasserstein autoencoder, which reduces
the dimensionality from O

(
106) to O

(
102) (cf. Section 7). While this PolyGAN-WAE framework does

not outperform top-end high-resolution GAN architectures with massive compute requirements, such as
StyleGAN (Karras et al., 2019; 2020; 2021) or vector quantized GANs (VQGAN) (Esser et al., 2021; Yu
et al., 2022) in terms of the image quality or FID, it does outperform alternative WAE frameworks that
deploy Cramér-Wold or sliced Wasserstein metric based losses. A key takeaway is that the proposed approach
results in superior FID and convergence performance with a closed-form optimal discriminator as opposed to
trainable discriminators or MMD based losses.
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Developing improved algorithms to compute the optimal closed-form discriminator in high-dimensional spaces
is a promising direction of research. Alternatives to the finite-sample RBF estimate, such as efficient mesh-free
sampling strategies (Iske, 2004), or numerical PDE solvers (Ho et al., 2020; Song et al., 2021) could also be
employed. The curse of dimensionality encountered in scaling PolyGAN variants to high-dimensional data
could be circumvented by employing separable kernels for interpolation (Debarre et al., 2019). Higher-order
gradient regularizers could also be incorporated into other popular GAN frameworks.
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Appendix

The Supporting Documents comprise the appendices, anonymized versions of Anonymous (2023) and Anony-
mous (2022) for the reviewers’ reference, and the source code for PolyGANs. Anonymous (2023) has been
accepted for publication, conditioned on minor revisions, at Journal of Machine Learning Research Anonymous
(2022) has been accepted for publication at the non-archival venue INTERPOLATE: First workshop on
Interpolation Regularizers and Beyond, NeurIPS 2022 To comply with the double-blind review policy, we
provide an anonymized version of the manuscript as part of the Supplementary Material. The appendices
contain the proofs of the theorems stated in the Main Manuscript and results of additional experimentation
on synthetic Gaussians and image datasets.

A Mathematical Preliminaries

We recall results from the calculus of variations, which play an important role in the optimization of the new
GAN flavors introduced in this paper.

Consider a vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T ∈ Rn and a function f : Rn → R. The notation ∇mf(x) denotes the
vector of mth-order partial derivatives of f with respect to the entries of x. ∇0 is the identity operator. The
elements of ∇mf are represented using the multi-index α = [α1, α2, . . . , αn]T, as:

∂αf = ∂|α|

∂xα1
1 ∂xα2

2 . . . ∂xαnn
f, where α ∈ Zn∗ , |α| =

n∑
i=1

αi,

where in turn Zn∗ is the set of n-dimensional vectors with non-negative integer entries. For example, with
n = 4,m = 3, the index α = [2, 0, 0, 1]T yields the element ∂3

∂x2
1∂x4

f(x). The square of the L2-norm of ∇mf
is given by a multidimensional sum:

‖∇mf(x)‖2
2 =

∑
α: |α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
(∂αf(x))2

, (13)

where α! = α1!α2! . . . αn!. The iterated Laplacian, also known as the polyharmonic operator, is defined as:

∆mf(x) = ∆(∆m−1f(x)), where ∆f(x) = ∇ · ∇f(x) =
n∑
i=1

∂2

∂x2
i

f(x)

is the Laplacian operator acting on f(x). Applying the multi-index notation yields the standard form of the
polyharmonic operator:

∆mf(x) =
∑

α: |α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
∂α (∂αf(x)) .

Calculus of Variations: Consider an integral cost L with the integrand F dependent on f and all its
partial derivatives up to and including order `, given by

L (f(x), ∂αf ; |α| ≤ `) =
∫
X
F (f(x), ∂αf ; |α| ≤ `) dx,

defined on a suitable domain X over which f and its partial derivatives up to and including order ` are
continuously differentiable.

The optimizer f∗ must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange condition:

∂F
∂f

+
∑̀
j=1

(−1)j
∑

α: |α|=j

∂α
(

∂F
∂(∂αf)

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
f=f∗

= 0. (14)
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B The Optimal Poly-LSGAN Discriminator

The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows from the results in mesh-free interpolation literature (Aronszajn et al.,
1983; Iske, 2004; Fasshauer, 2007) that deal with the generic polyharmonic spline interpolation problem. For
completeness, we provide the proof here. While the assumption may appear strong, we show that this is
implicitly satisfied by the optimal solution. Recall the discriminator optimization problem given in Eq. (3)

arg min
D


N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(ci)− yi)2 + λd

∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx

 . (15)

To compute the functional optimum in the Calculus of Variations setting, the above cost must be cast into
an integral form. Using the Dirac delta function, we have:

N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(ci)− yi)2 =
∫
X

N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(x)− yi)2
δ(x− ci) dx.

Then, Equation 15 can be rewritten as an integral-cost minimization:

arg min
D

{∫
X

N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(x)− yi)2
δ(x− ci) + λd‖∇mD(x)‖2

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F(D,∂αD; |α|=m)

dx
}
.

Computing the derivatives of the integrand F with respect to D and ∂αD yields

∂F
∂D

= 2
N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(x)− yi) δ(x− ci), and
∑

α:|α|=m

∂α
(

∂F
∂(∂αD)

)
= 2λd∆mD(x).

Substituting the above into the Euler-Lagrange equation (Eq. 14) gives us the partial differential equation
that the optimal discriminator D∗(x) must satisfy:(

N∑
i=1

(D(x)− yi)δ(x− ci)
)

+ (−1)mλd∆mD(x)
∣∣∣∣
D=D∗(x)

= 0.

While the above condition is applicable for a strong solution, a weak solution to D(x) satisfies:∫
X

((
N∑
i=1

(D(x)− yi)δ(x− ci)
)

+ (−1)mλd∆mD(x)
)
η(x) dx

∣∣∣∣
D=D∗(x)

= 0, (16)

where η(x) is any test function drawn from the family of compactly-supported infinitely-differentiable
functions. Aronszajn et al. (1983), an authoritative resource on polyharmonic functions, has shown that,
functions of the form

f(x) =
N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

wiϕk (‖x− ci‖) + P (x;v), where ϕk(‖x‖)=
{
‖x‖k for k = 1, 3, · · ·
‖x‖k ln(‖x‖) for k = 2, 4, · · · ,

(17)

satisfy the polyharmonic PDE:

∆mf(x) =
N∑
i=1

Ckwiδ(x− ci),
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where P (x;v) ∈ Pnm−1 is the (m− 1)th order polynomial parametrized by the coefficients v ∈ RL, where:

L =
m−1∑
`=0

(
n+ `− 1

`

)
=
(
n+m− 1
m− 1

)

For example, with m = 2, we have P(x;v) = 〈v1,x〉+ v0; v =
[
v0
v1

]
∈ Rn+1. Substituting the above back

into Equation (16), we get∫
X

(
N∑
i=1

((D(x)− yi) + (−1)mλdCkwi) δ(x− ci)
)
η(x) dx

∣∣∣∣
D=D∗(x)

= 0

⇒
N∑
i=1

((D(ci)− yi) + (−1)mλdCkwi) η(ci)
∣∣∣∣
D=D∗(x)

= 0

Since the above condition must hold for all possible test functions η, we have:

D∗(ci)− yi + (−1)mλdCkwi = 0 ∀ i = 1, 2, · · ·N,

where D∗ is given by Equation (17). Substituting for D∗ and stacking for all i gives the following condition
that the weights and polynomial coefficients satisfy:

(A + (−1)mλdCkI)w + Bv = y, (18)
where [A]i,j = ψk(‖ci − cj‖); w = [w1, w2, . . . ,wN ]T, y = [y1, y2, · · · , yN ]T,

B =


1 1 · · · 1
c1 c2 · · · cN
...

...
. . .

...
cm−1

1 cm−1
2 · · · cm−1

N


T

, and v = [v0, v1, v2, . . . , vL]T.

The matrix B corresponds to a Vandermonde matrix when n = 1. The above system of equations has a
unique solution when the kernel matrix A is invertible and B is full column-rank. Matrix A is invertible if
the set of real/fake centers are unique, and the kernel order 2m− n is positive. On the other hand, matrix
B is full rank if the set of centers {ci} are linearly independent, and more specifically, do not lie on any
subspace of Rn (Iske, 2004). The above system of linear equations only provides us with the conditions on
the weights and coefficients that the discriminator radial basis function expansion satisfies. In order to derive
the optimal discriminator, the one that minimizes the discriminator loss, we substitute the RBF form of the
discriminator into Equation (15) and solve for the weights and polynomial coefficients.

To derive the second condition present in Equation (5), we first consider deriving the higher-order gradient
penalty in terms of the optimal RBF discriminator D∗. Consider the inner-product space associated with the
higher-order gradient (the Beppo-Levi space BLm,2), given by (Aronszajn et al., 1983):

〈f, g〉 ,
∫
Rn

(∇mf) · (∇mg) dx = (−1)m
∫
Rn
f · (∆mg) dx

where the second inequality is via integration by parts. For any function D∗ of the form given in Equation (17):

〈D∗, D∗〉 = (−1)m
∫
Rn
D∗(x)

(
N∑
i=1

Ckwiδ(x− ci)
)

dx = (−1)mCk

N∑
i=1

wiD
∗(ci).

Substituting for D∗ from Equation (17) gives:

∫
Rn
‖∇mD∗‖2

2 dx = 〈D∗, D∗〉 = (−1)mCk

N∑
i=1

wi
 N∑

j=1
(cj ,yj)∼D

wjψk (‖cj − ci‖) + [Bv]i




= (−1)mCkw
TAw, (19)
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where the second equality holds as a result of Equation 21. Substituting in D∗ and Equation 19 into the
optimization problem in Equation 15 yields:

arg min
D


N∑
i=1

(ci,yi)∼D

(D(ci)− yi)2 + λd

∫
X
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 dx


= arg min

w,v

{
‖Aw + Bv − y‖2

2 + λdCkw
TAw︸ ︷︷ ︸

F(w,v)

}
. (20)

Minimizing the cost function in Equation (20) with respect to w and v yields:

∂F
∂w

= 2AT (Aw + Bv − y + 2λdCkw) = 0, and ∂F
∂v

= 2BT (Aw + Bv − y) = 0

⇒BTw = 0, (21)

which gives us the second necessary condition that the optimal weights and polynomial coefficients must satisfy.
Equation (21) ensure that the solution obtained is such that the sum of the unbounded polyharmonic kernels
vanishes as x tends to infinity. Essentially, in regions close to the centers ci, there is a large contribution in
D∗(x) from the kernel function, and when far away from the centers, the polynomial has a large contribution
in D∗(x) . This ensures that the the discriminator obtained by solving the system of equations does not
grow to infinity. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

C Optimality of Poly-WGAN

In this appendix, we present the proofs of theorems associated with the optimality of Poly-WGAN, and
derive bounds for the optimal Lagrange multiplier of the regularized Poly-WGAN cost.

C.1 Constants in the Fundamental Solution

Theorem 4.1 contains a constant % that is a function of m and n. The exact expression for the constant is
provided here. Consider the fundamental solution ∆m%ψ2m−n(x) = δ(x), where the polyharmonic radial
basis function is given by

ψ2m−n(x) =
{
‖x‖2m−n, if 2m− n < 0 or n is odd,
‖x‖2m−n ln(‖x‖), if 2m− n ≥ 0 and n is even.

The value of % is given by (Aronszajn et al., 1983):

% =



22−2m

(m− 1)!
Γ (2− τ)

Γ (m+ 1− τ) , for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and n is odd,

(−1)(m−1) 22−2m

(m− 1)!
(τ −m− 1)!

(τ − 1)! , for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (τ − 2) and n ≥ 4 is even,

(−1) 22−2m

(m− 1)! (τ − 2)! (m− τ)! , for m = (τ − 1) , τ, . . . and n ≥ 4 is even,(
21−m

(m− 1)!

)2

, for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and n = 2,

where τ = n

2 , and Γ(z) is the Gamma function given in terms of the factorial expression as Γ(z) = (z − 1)!

for integer z, and by the improper integral Γ(z) =
∫ ∞

0
xz−1e−x dx, Re(z) > 0, for z ∈ C. As shown in the

subsequent sections, the exact value of % turns out to be inconsequential for the optimal discriminator D∗(x)
as its effect gets nullified by the optimal Lagrange parameter λ∗d.
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C.2 Optimal Lagrange Multiplier

The optimal Lagrange multiplier λ∗d can be computed by enforcing the gradient constraint ΩD on the optimal
discriminator:

ΩD :
∫
X
‖∇mD∗(x)‖2

2 dx = K|X |, (22)

where |X | denotes the volume of the domain X , and D∗(x) = D∗p(x)+P (x), where in turn P (x) ∈ Pnm−1(x) is
an (m−1)-degree polynomial, andD∗p(x) is the particular solution. We have ∂αP (x) = 0, ∀α, such that |α| =
m. Hence, we only consider D∗p(x) in the subsequent analysis. Without loss of generality, assume that n is
odd. The analysis is similar for the case when n is even.

First, consider the radially symmetric function p(x) = Q0‖x‖k , where |Q0| ≤ 1 is a zeroth-degree polynomial
(a constant), whose magnitude is bounded by 1. For multi-index α, we have

∂αp(x) = ∂αQ0‖x‖k = Q|α|(k)‖x‖k−2|α|,

where Q|α|(k) is a |α|-degree polynomial in k consisting of at most n|α| terms, with the coefficient of each
term bounded by (|k|+ 1)(|k|+ 3) . . . (|k|+ 2|α| − 1). Aronszajn et al. (1983) showed that, when k = 2m− n
and |α| = m, the following simplified bound holds:

∂α‖x‖2m−n ≤ (2n)m
Γ
(
2m+ n+1

2
)

Γ
(
m+ n+1

2
) ‖x‖−n. (23)

Consider the integral form of the particular solution:

D∗p(x) = (−1)m+1

2λ∗d

∫
y∈X

(pg(y)− pd(y)) r(x− y) dy.

Computing the αth partial derivative with respect to x gives

∂αxD
∗
p(x) = (−1)m+1%

2λ∗d

(∫
y∈X

pg(y)∂αx ‖x− y‖2m−n dy −
∫
y∈X

pd(y)∂αx ‖x− y‖2m−n dy
)
.

Squaring on both sides yields:

(
∂αxD

∗
p(x)

)2 =
(
ξ

λ∗d

)2(∫
y∈X

(pg(y)− pd(y)) ∂αx ‖x− y‖2m−n dy
)2

≤ ξ2ε2

λ∗
2
d

(∫
y∈X

(pg(y)− pd(y)) ‖x− y‖−n dy
)2

,

where ε =
(2n)mΓ

(
2m+ n+1

2
)

Γ
(
m+ n+1

2
) and ξ = (−1)m+1%

2 and the inequality is a consequence of Eq. (23). A similar

analysis can be carried out for the case when n is even. In general, we have

(
∂αxD

∗
p(x)

)2 ≤ ε2ξ2

λ∗
2
d

(((pg − pd) ∗ ψ−n) (x))2
,

where ψ is as defined in Section 4.2 of the Main Manuscript. The square of the L2-norm of ∇mD∗p(x) can be
bounded as follows:

‖∇mD∗p(x)‖2
2 =

∑
α

|α|=m

m!
α!
(
∂αxD

∗
p(x)

)2 ≤ m! ε2ξ2

λ∗
2
d

(((pg − pd) ∗ ψ−n) (x))2 ∑
α

|α|=m

1
α! .
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Substituting the above into Eq. (22), we obtain:

|X | =
∫
X
‖∇mD∗(x)‖2

2 dx ≤ m! ε2ξ2

λ∗
2
d

∑
α

|α|=m

(
1
α!

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sα

∫
X

(((pg − pd) ∗ ψ−n) (x))2 dx.

Rearranging the terms and simplifying gives us an upper bound on the square of λ∗d:

λ∗
2

d ≤
m! ε2ξ2Sα
|X |

∫
X

(((pg − pd) ∗ ψ−n) (x))2 dx. (24)

Practical Implementation: While Eq. (24) gives a theoretical bound on λ∗d, the integral, which in turn
involves a convolution integral, cannot be computed practically. We therefore replace it with a feasible
alternative, λ̃∗d based on sample approximations. Replacing the integral over x with a sample estimate yields:

λ̃∗
2

d ≤
m! ε2ξ2Sα

K|X |
1
M

M∑
`=1

(((pg − pd) ∗ ψ−n) (x`))2
,

where |X | = M . Simplifying the convolutions similar to the approach used in Section 4.3 of the Main
Manuscript, we obtain:

λ̃∗
2

d ≤
m! ε2ξ2Sα

KM2

M∑
`=1

(
Ey∼pg [ψ−n(x` − y)]− Ey∼pd [ψ−n(x` − y)]

)2
.

Replacing the expectations with their N -sample estimates could be used as an estimate of the upper bound:

λ̃∗
2

d ≤
m! ε2ξ2Sα
KN2M2

M∑
`=1

 N∑
ci∼pg ; i=1

ψ−n(x` − ci)−
N∑

cj∼pd; j=1
ψ−n(x` − cj)

2

, (25)

where ci and cj are drawn from pg and pd, respectively.

The sign of λ∗d: The choice of the sign on λ̃∗d is determined by the optimization problem. While the solution
to the Euler-Lagrange equation gives an extremum, whether it is a maximizer or a minimizer must be
ascertained based on the second variation of the cost, which is derived below.

Before proceeding further, we recapitulate the second variation of an integral cost. Consider the cost:

L (f, ∂αf ; |α| ≤ k) =
∫
X
F (f(x), ∂αf ; |α| ≤ k) dx. (26)

Let f∗(x) denote the optimizer of the cost. Consider the perturbations f(x) = f∗(x) + εη(x), characterized
by η(x) drawn from the family of compactly supported and infinitely differentiable functions. Then, the
second-order Taylor-series approximation of g(ε) = L (f(x)) = L (f∗(x) + εη(x)) is given by

g(ε) = L (f∗(x) + εη(x))

= L (f∗(x)) + ε ∂L(f∗; η) + 1
2ε

2 ∂2L(f∗; η),

where ∂L(·) and ∂2L(·) denote the first variation and second variation of L, respectively, and can be evaluated
through the scalar optimization problems (Gelfand & Fomin, 1964):

∂L(f∗(x)) = g′(0) = ∂g(ε)
∂ε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

, and

∂2L(f∗(x)) = g′′(0) = ∂2g(ε)
∂ε2

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

,
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respectively. Evaluating ∂L(f∗(x)) corresponding to Eq. (26) and setting it equal to zero yields the Euler-
Lagrange condition (first-order necessary condition) that the optimizer f∗ must satisfy (cf. Eq. (14),
Main Manuscript). The second-order Legendre condition for f∗(x) to be a minimizer of the cost L is
g′′(0) > 0 (Gelfand & Fomin, 1964).

We now derive the sign of the optimal Lagrange multiplier. Recall the discriminator cost:

LD =
∫
X
D(x) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + λd

(
‖∇mD(x)‖2

2 − 1
)

dx.

The scalar function associated with the above cost is

gD(ε) =
∫
X

(
(D∗(x) + εη(x)) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + λd

(
‖∇m (D∗(x) + εη(x)) ‖2

2 − 1
))

dx

=
∫
X

(D∗(x) + εη(x)) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + λd
∑

α: |α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
(∂α (D∗(x) + εη(x)))2 − λd

 dx.

Differentiating with respect to ε yields

g′D(ε) = ∂

∂ε

∫
X

(
(D∗(x) + εη(x)) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + λd

∑
α

|α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
(∂α (D∗(x) + εη(x)))2 − λd

)
dx.

=
∫
X

(
η(x) (pg(x)− pd(x)) + 2λd

∑
α

|α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
(∂α (D∗(x) + εη(x))) (∂αη(x))

)
dx.

The second variation can be obtained by differentiating the above with respect to ε and equating it to zero.
The second derivative of the scalar function g is given by

g′′D(ε) = ∂

∂ε
g′D(ε) = 2λd

∫
X

∑
α

|α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
∂α
(
∂ (D∗(x) + εη(x))

∂ε

)
∂αη(x) dx

= 2λd
∫
X

∑
α

|α|=m

(
m!
α!

)
(∂αη(x))2 dx

= 2λd
∫
X
‖∇mη(x)‖2

2 dx.

The Legendre condition for D∗(x) to be a minimizer of LD is then given by

g′′D(0) = 2λd
∫
X
‖∇mη(x)‖2

2 dx > 0,

which must be true for all compactly supported, infinitely differentiable functions η(x). Therefore, we have
λ∗d > 0. The following bound holds on the sample estimate of the optimal Lagrange multiplier given in
Eq. (25):

0 < |λ̃∗d| ≤
∣∣∣∣ εξM

∣∣∣∣
√

(m!)Sα
N
√

K

 M∑
`=1

 N∑
ci∼pg
i=1

ψ−n(x` − ci)−
N∑

cj∼pd
j=1

ψ−n(x` − cj)


2

1
2

. (27)
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One could consider the right-hand side of the above inequality as the worst case bound on λ̃∗d. Substituting
for λ̃∗d in D̃∗p(x) yields

D̃∗p(x) =
(

ξMK 1
2

|ξ|ε (m!Sα)
1
2

) ∑
ci∼pg

ψ2m−n(x− ci)−
∑
cj∼pd

ψ2m−n(x− cj)√√√√√ M∑
`=1

 ∑
ci∼pg

ψ−n(x` − ci)−
∑
cj∼pd

ψ−n(x` − cj)

2

=
(

sgn(ξ)MK 1
2

ε (m!Sα)
1
2

)
Spg − Spd√√√√√ M∑

`=1

 ∑
ci∼pg

ψ−n(x` − ci)−
∑
cj∼pd

ψ−n(x` − cj)

2
,

where sgn(·) denotes the signum function. This gives a closed-form solution to the polyharmonic PDE.
However, in practice, from experiments on synthetic Gaussian learning presented in Section 6 of the Main
Manuscript, we observe that λ̃∗d can be ignored, and its effect can be accounted for by the choice of the
learning rate of the generator optimizer.

C.3 Optimal Generator Distribution

We now present the derivation of the optimal generator distribution, given the optimal discriminator. The
derivation is along the same lines as presented by Anonymous (2023). Consider the Lagrangian of the
generator loss, described in Section 4.2 of the Main Manuscript:

LG =
∫
X
D∗(x) (pd(x)−pg(x))+(λp+µp(x)) pg(x)dx−λp.

Since the integral cost in turn involves a convolution integral, the Euler-Lagrange condition cannot be applied
readily. Instead, the optimum must be obtained from first principles. Let p∗g(x) be the optimal solution.
Consider the perturbed version pg(x) = p∗g(x) + εη(x), where η(x) is drawn from a family of compactly
supported, absolutely integrable, infinitely differentiable functions that vanish on the boundary of X . The
corresponding perturbed loss is given by

LG,ε(pg) = LG(p∗g(x) + εη(x))

=
∫
X

(
D∗ε (x)

(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)− εη(x)

)
+ (λp + µp(x))

(
p∗g(x)− εη(x)

))
dx− λp,

where D∗ε (x) is the optimal discriminator corresponding to the perturbed generator and is given by

D∗ε (x) = − ξ

λ∗d

(
(pd − p∗g − εη) ∗ ψ2m−n

)
(x) + P (x).

The derivatives of LG,εand D∗ε (x) with respect to ε are given by

dLG,ε
dε =

∫
X

(
dD∗ε (x)

dε
(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)− εη(x)

)
+ (λp + µp(x)−D∗ε (x)) η(x)

)
dx, and

dD∗ε (x)
dε = ξ

λ∗d
(η ∗ ψ2m−n) (x),

respectively. The first variation of the loss LG, denoted by ∂LG, is given by ∂LG = dLG,ε
dε

∣∣∣
ε=0

. For the loss
at hand, the first variation is given by

∂LG = ξ

λ∗d

∫
X
(η ∗ ψ2m−n)(x)

(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)

)
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

T0

+
(
λp + µp(x) + ξ

λ∗d

((
pd − p∗g

)
∗ ψ2m−n

)
(x)−P (x)

)
η(x)dx.
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Consider the term

T0 = ξ

λ∗d

∫
x∈X

∫
y∈X

η(y)ψ2m−n(x− y)
(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)

)
dy dx,

with the convolution integral expanded. Swapping the order of integration requires absolutely integrability
over the domain of interest X . Assume pd and pg to be compactly supported, i.e., X is compact. This is a
reasonable assumption even in practice because the data always has a finite dynamic range, pixel intensities of
images, for instance. The family of perturbations η(x) is assumed to be compactly supported and absolutely
integrable over X . It remains to show that the fundamental solution r(x) is finite-valued over X . Consider
the case when 2m−n > 0. Then, r(x) is absolutely integrable over X for odd n. When n is even, we consider
the following approximation (Fasshauer, 2007; Iske, 2004):

‖x‖2m−n ln(‖x‖) ≈
{
‖x‖2m−n−1 for ‖x‖ < 1,
‖x‖2m−n ln(‖x‖) for ‖x‖ ≥ 1,

which overcomes the singularity of ln(‖x‖) at the origin. With this approximation, r(x) becomes finite. By
Fubini’s theorem, the order of integration can be swapped resulting in

T0 = ξ

λ∗d

∫
y∈X

∫
x∈X

η(y)ψ2m−n(x− y)
(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)

)
dx dy.

Owing to radial symmetry of r , we write

T0 = ξ

λ∗d

∫
y∈X

η(y)
∫
x∈X

ψ2m−n(y − x)
(
pd(x)− p∗g(x)

)
dx dy,

= ξ

λ∗d

∫
y∈X

η(y)
((
pd − p∗g

)
∗ ψ2m−n

)
(y) dy.

For the case when 2m− n ≤ 0, the above analysis holds on X −B0,δ, where B0,δ represents a ball of radius δ
centered around the origin (which is where the singularity is). Substituting T0 back into ∂LG yields

∂LG =
∫
X

(
λp + µp(x) + ξ

λ∗d

((
pd − p∗g

)
∗ ψ2m−n

)
(x)− P (x)

)
η(x)dx

= 0,

where the second equality is due to the fact that, when ε = 0, pg = p∗g, which implies that ∂LG = 0. By the
Fundamental Lemma of Calculus of Variations (Gelfand & Fomin, 1964), we have

λp + µp(x) + ξ

λ∗d

((
pd − p∗g

)
∗ ψ2m−n

)
(x)− P (x) = 0.

Rearranging terms, we get

(
p∗g ∗ ψ2m−n

)
(x) = (pd ∗ ψ2m−n) (x) +

(
λ∗d
ξ

)
(λp + µp(x)− P (x)) . (28)

In order to “deconvolve” the effect of r(x) on p∗g, we take advantage of the following property of the
polyharmonic operator: ∆mr(x) = δ(x). Applying ∆m to both sides of Eq. (28) yields:

p∗g(x) = pd(x) +
(
λ∗d
ξ

)
∆mµp(x), (29)

where ∆mP (x) = 0, since P (x) is an (m− 1)-degree polynomial. This implies that the optimal generator
distribution p∗g is independent of the choice of the homogeneous component P (x) ∈ Pnm−1(x). The solution is
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also independent of λp. We now focus our attention on computing µ∗p(x). Applying the integral constraint
ΩP on p∗g(x) gives ∫

X
p∗g(x) dx =

∫
X
pd(x) +

(
λ∗d
ξ

)
∆mµp(x) dx = 1,

⇒
∫
X

∆mµp(x) dx = 0. (30)

The non-negativity constraint implies that µp(x) ≤ 0, ∀ x ∈ X . Further, from the complementary slackness
condition, we have

µ∗p(x) p∗g(x) = µ∗p(x) pd(x) +
(
λ∗d
ξ

)
µ∗p(x) ∆mµ∗p(x) = 0, (31)

for all x ∈ X . Two scenarios arise: (a) pd(x) = 0; and (b) pd(x) > 0. The solutions µ∗p(x) that satisfy the
conditions in Equations (30) and (31) are:

µ∗p(x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ X , or

µ∗p(x) =
{

0, ∀ x such that pd(x) > 0,
Q(x) ∈ Pnm−1(x), ∀ x such that pd(x) = 0,

where Q(x) must be a non-positive polynomial of degree m− 1, i.e., Q(x) ≤ 0 ∀ x, such that pd(x) = 0. In
either case, p∗g(x) = pd(x), i.e., the optimal generator distribution that minimizes the chosen cost subject
to non-negativity and integral constraints is indeed the data distribution. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.2.

C.4 Sample Estimate of the Optimal Discriminator

Consider the closed-form optimal discriminator given in Equation (9):

D∗p(x) = (−1)m+1%

2λ∗d
((pg − pd) ∗ ψ2m−n) (x).

Without loss of generality, we assume that n is odd. From the definition of the convolution, we have

D∗p(x) = (−1)m+1%

2λ∗d

∫
X

(pg(y)− pd(y)) ‖x− y‖2m−n dy

= ξ

λ∗d

(
Ey∼pg

[
‖x− y‖2m−n]− Ey∼pd

[
‖x− y‖2m−n]),

where ξ = (−1)m+1%
2 . The expectations can be replaced with N -sample estimates as follows:

D̃∗p(x) = ξ

λ∗dN

 ∑
ci∼pg

‖x− ci‖2m−n − ξ

λ∗dN

∑
cj∼pd

‖x− cj‖2m−n

 ,

where D̃∗p is a polyharmonic RBF expansion. A similar analysis could be carried out for even n, and the
corresponding discriminators is:

D̃∗p(x) = ξ

λ∗dN

 ∑
ci∼pg

‖x− ci‖2m−n ln(‖x− ci‖)−
∑
cj∼pd

‖x− cj‖2m−n ln(‖x− cj‖)


The generic form for D̃∗p is given by The generic form for D̃∗p is given by

D̃∗p(x) = ξ

λ∗dN

( ∑
ci∼pg

ψ2m−n(x− ci)−
∑
cj∼pd

ψ2m−n(x− cj)
)

(32)

which completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
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C.5 Practical considerations

In this appendix, we discuss additional practical considerations in implementing the polyharmonic RBF
discriminator. In particular, we discuss the choice of the homogeneous component P (x) and the gradient
order m.

Issues with the Homogeneous Component: The polynomial term P (x) in the PolyGAN discriminator
represents the homogeneous component of the solution. While in Poly-LSGAN, the coefficients can be
computed via matrix inversion, in Poly-WGAN, boundary conditions must be defined to determine the
optimal values of the coefficients. In either case, as discussed in Section 3.1, the number of coefficients grows
exponentially with both the data dimension and the gradient order, which makes it impractical to incorporate
the homogeneous component in the solution. We argue that dropping the homogeneous component does not
significantly impact the gradient-descent optimization. The justification is as follows. The result provided in
Theorem 4.2 shows that the optimal generator is independent of the homogeneous component. As far as
gradient-descent is concerned, ignoring the homogeneous component is not too detrimental to the optimization.
Consider the generator optimization in practice, given the empirical loss:

L̂G(θ) = ξ

λ∗dNM

∑
zk∼pZ(z)

 ∑
ci∼pg

ψ2m−n(Gθ(zk)− ci)−
∑
cj∼pd

ψ2m−n(Gθ(zk)− cj) + P (Gθ(zk))

 ,

obtained by simplifying Equation (11), considering only those terms that involve the generator Gθ, parameter-
ized by θ. Updating the generator parameters θt → θt+1 through first-order methods such as gradient-descent
involve locally linear approximation of the loss surface LG about the point of interest θt giving rise to the
update θt+1 = θt + τ∇θL̂G(θt), where ∇θL̂G(θt) denotes the gradient of the loss evaluated at θ = θt and τ is
the learning rate parameter. The gradient of the loss involves the derivatives of the kernel ∂xiψ2m−n(x− ·),
and the polynomial ∂xiP (x). Given a gradient direction associated with the particular solution, the gradient
of the homogeneous component serves as a correction term, the effect of which can be neglected when the
learning rate τ is small. As iterations progress and the optimization converges, the effect of the polynomial
term in the discriminator diminishes as the optimal WGAN discriminator is a constant function (Arjovsky
et al., 2017). In view of the above considerations, we do not incorporate the the homogeneous component
P (x) in the Poly-WGAN discriminator.

Choice of the Gradient Order: For 2m−n > 0, the RBFs {ψ2m−n(x− c`)} increase with x, which might
result in large gradients particularly in the initial phases of training when pg is away from pd. On the other
hand, if 2m − n ≤ 0, ψ2m−n(x − c`) has a singularity at x = c`, which could result in convergence issues
in the later stages of training. Experimental results in support of this claim are presented in Section 6.2.
Though these observations were empirical, they can also be explained through the Sobolev embeddings
into continuous spaces. It is known that functions in the L2-normed Sobolev spaces of order m, Wm,2

will be Hölder continuous, i.e., f ∈ CR,α such that |f(x) − f(y)| = R‖x − y‖α, where R,α > 0, and
R + α = m− n

2 (Stein, 1970). If the discriminator has its mth order derivatives bounded in L2-norm and
m > n

2 , then the discriminator will be continuous. Additionally, for α = 1, we get Lipschitz discriminators.
For an in-depth analysis on the embedding of Beppo-Levi spaces in Hölder-Zygmund spaces, the reader is
referred to Beatson et al. (2005). In a similar vein, the relationship between Sobolev embeddings of the
discriminator and generator in Sobolev GANs was explored by Liang (2021).

D Implementation Details

In this section, we provide details regarding the network architectures and training parameters associated
with the experiments reported, and the Poly-LSGAN, Poly-WGAN and PolyGAN-WAE training algorithms.

D.1 Network Architectures

Tables 3-8 describe the network architectures, a summary of which is given below.

2-D Gaussians and GMMs: The generator accepts 100-D standard Gaussian data as input. The network
consists of three fully connected layers, with 64, 32, and 16 nodes. The activation in each layer is ReLU. The
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output layer consists of two nodes. The discriminator is also a three-layer fully connected ReLU network with
10, 20, and 5 nodes, in order. The discriminator outputs a 1-D prediction. Table 3 depicts these architectures.

n-D Gaussians: In order to simulate DCGAN (Radford et al., 2016) based image generation, we use a
convolutional neural network for the generator as shown in Table 4. The 100-dimensional Gaussian data is
input to a fully connected layer with 32× 32× 3 = 3072 nodes and subsequently reshaped to 32× 32× 3, and
provided as input to five convolution layers. Each convolution filter is of size 4×4 and a stride of two resulting
in a downsampling of the input by a factor of two. All convolution layers include batch normalization (Ioffe
& Szegedy, 2015). The discriminator is a four-layer fully-connected network with 512, 256, 64 and 32 nodes.

Autoencoder architecture: For the MNIST learning task, as shown in Table 5, we consider a 4-layer fully
connected network with leaky ReLU activation for the encoder with 784, 256, 128 and 64 nodes in the first,
second, third, and fourth layers, respectively. The decoder has a similar architecture but exactly in the reverse
order. For CIFAR-10 and CelebA learning, the convolutional autoencoder architectures based on DCGAN
are used as shown in Tables 6 and 7. For LSUN-Churches, we consider a convolutional ResNet architecture.
As shown in Table 8, the encoder consists of four ResNet convolution layers with both batch and spectral
normalization (Roth et al., 2019). The decoder similarly consists of ResNet deconvolution layers. The CelebA
and LSUN-Churches images are center-cropped and resized to 64× 64× 3 using built-in bilinear interpolation.
We employ the ResNet based BigGAN architecture (Tolstikhin et al., 2018) from Table 8 for high-resolution
(192× 192) experiments on CelebA, presented in Appendix F.4. In experiments involving the Wasserstein
autoencoder with a discriminator network, the discriminator uses the standard DCGAN architecture.

Table 3: GAN architectural details for 2-D Gaussian and Gaussian mixture learning tasks.

Layer Batch Norm Activation Output size

G
en
er
at
or

Input - - (100,1)
Dense 1 7 ReLU (64,1)
Dense 2 7 ReLU (32,1)
Dense 3 7 ReLU (16,1)
Output 7 none (2,1)

D
is
cr
im

in
at
or Input - - (2,1)

Dense 1 7 ReLU (10,1)
Dense 2 7 ReLU (20,1)
Dense 3 7 ReLU (5,1)
Output 7 none (1,1)
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Table 4: GAN architectural details for n-dimensional Gaussian learning tasks.

Layer Batch
Norm

Filters (Size, Stride) Activation Output size

G
en

er
at
or

Input - - - - (100,1)
Dense 1 7 - - leaky ReLU (32× 32× 3,1)
Reshape - - - - (32,32,3)
Conv2D 1 3 1024 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (16,16,1024)
Conv2D 2 3 256 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (8,8,256)
Conv2D 3 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (4,4,128)
Conv2D 4 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (2,2,128)
Conv2D 5 3 n (4, 2) leaky ReLU (1,1,n)
Flatten - - - - (n,1)

D
isc

rim
in
at
or Input - - - - (n,1)

Dense 1 7 - - leaky ReLU (512,1)
Dense 2 7 - - leaky ReLU (256,1)
Dense 3 7 - - leaky ReLU (64,1)
Dense 4 7 - - none (32,1)
Output 7 - - none (1,1)

Table 5: Autoencoder architectural details for learning MNIST with a 11-D latent space.

Layer Batch Norm Activation Output size

En
co
de

r

Input - - (28,28,1)
Flatten - - (784,1)
Dense 1 3 leaky ReLU (512,1)
Dense 2 3 leaky ReLU (256,1)
Dense 3 3 leaky ReLU (128,1)
Dense 4 3 leaky ReLU (64,1)
Output 7 none (11,1)

D
ec
od

er

Input - - (11,1)
Dense 1 3 leaky ReLU (64,1)
Dense 2 3 leaky ReLU (128,1)
Dense 3 3 leaky ReLU (256,1)
Dense 4 3 leaky ReLU (784,1)
Reshape - - (28,28,1)
Activation - tanh (28,28,1)
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Table 6: Autoencoder architectural details for learning CIFAR-10 with a 64-D latent space.

Layer Batch
Norm

Filters (Size, Stride) Activation Output size

En
co
de

r

Input - - - - (32,32,3)
Conv2D 1 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (16,16,128)
Conv2D 2 3 256 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (8,8,256)
Conv2D 3 3 512 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (4,4,512)
Conv2D 4 3 1024 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (2,2,1024)
Flatten - - - - (2×2×1024,1)
Dense 1 7 - - none (64,1)

D
ec
od

er

Input - - - - (64,1)
Dense 1 7 - - none (4×4×1024,1)
Reshape - - - - (4,4,1024)

Deconv2D 1 3 512 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (8,8,512)
Deconv2D 2 3 256 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (16,16,256)
Deconv2D 3 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (32,32,128)
Deconv2D 4 7 3 (4, 1) tanh (32,32,3)

Table 7: Autoencoder architectural details for learning 64-D CelebA with a 128-D latent space.

Layer Batch
Norm

Filters (Size, Stride) Activation Output size

En
co
de

r

Input - - - - (64,64,3)
Conv2D 1 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (32,32,128)
Conv2D 2 3 256 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (16,16,256)
Conv2D 3 3 512 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (8,8,512)
Conv2D 4 3 1024 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (4,4,1024)
Flatten - - - - (4×4×1024,1)
Dense 1 7 - - none (128,1)

D
ec
od

er

Input - - - - (128,1)
Dense 1 3 - - none (8×8×1024,1)
Reshape - - - - (8,8,1024)

Deconv2D 1 3 512 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (16,16,512)
Deconv2D 2 3 256 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (32,32,256)
Deconv2D 3 3 128 (4, 2) leaky ReLU (64,64,128)
Deconv2D 4 7 3 (4, 1) tanh (64,64,3)
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Table 8: Autoencoder architectural details for learning 64-D LSUN-Churches with a 128-D latent space.

Layer Spectral
Norm

Filters Activation Output size

En
co
de
r

Input - - - (64,64,3)
ResBlock Down 1 3 128 leaky ReLU (32,32,128)
ResBlock Down 2 3 256 leaky ReLU (16,16,256)
ResBlock Down 3 3 512 leaky ReLU (8,8,512)
ResBlock Down 4 3 1024 leaky ReLU (4,4,1024)

Flatten - - - (4×4×1024,1)
Dense 1 7 - leaky ReLU (128,1)
Dense 2 7 - none (128,1)

D
ec
od

er

Input - - - (128,1)
Dense 1 7 - none (4×4×1024,1)
Reshape - - - (4,4,1024)

ResBlock Up 1 3 512 leaky ReLU (8,8,512)
ResBlock Up 2 3 256 leaky ReLU (16,16,256)
ResBlock Up 3 3 128 leaky ReLU (32,32,128)
ResBlock Up 4 3 64 leaky ReLU (64,64,64)

Conv2D 7 3 tanh (64,64,3)
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D.2 Training Specifications

System Specifications: The codes for both PolyGANs are written in Tensorflow 2.0 (Abadi et al., 2016).
All experiments were conducted on workstations with one of two configurations: (I) 256 GB of system RAM
and 2×NVIDIA GTX 3090 GPUs with 24 GB of VRAM; or (II) 512 GB of system RAM and 8×NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs with 32 GB of VRAM.

Experiments on 2-D Gaussians with Poly-LSGAN: On the unimodal learning task, the target is
N (512, 1.5I2), where 12 is the 2-D vector of ones, and I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix. On the GMM learning
task, we consider eight components distributed uniformly about the unit circle, each having a standard
deviation of 0.02.

On the unimodal Gaussian learning task, the generator is a single layer affine transformation of the noise
z ∈ R2, given by x = Mz + b, while on the GMM task, it is a three-layer neural network with Leaky ReLU
activations. The discriminator in baseline LSGANs variants is a three-layer neural network with Leaky ReLU
activation in both the Gaussian and GMM learning tasks. Poly-LSGAN employs the RBF discriminator
while weights are computed by solving the system of equation given in Equation (5), while in Poly-WGAN
the weights are constant across all iterations. The networks are trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of ηg = 0.002 for the generator and ηd = 0.0075 for the discriminator. A
batch size of 500 is employed.

Experiments on 2-D Gaussians with Poly-WGAN: The experimental setup is as follows. In the
unimodal Gaussian learning task, the target distribution is N (3.512, 1.25I2). For the multimodal learning
task, we consider an 8-component Gaussian mixture model (GMM), with components having standard
deviation equal to 0.02, identical to the Poly-LSGAN case.

The generators and discriminators in the baselines are three-layer neural networks with Leaky ReLU activation.
The noise z is 100-dimensional. Poly-WGAN employs the RBF discriminator whereas the other models
use a discriminator network. All models use the ADAM optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with a learning
rate of ηg = 0.002 for the generator network. The learning rate for the baseline discriminator networks is
ηd = 0.0075. The batch size employed is 500.

Experiments on Image-space Learning: On image learning tasks, we employ the DCGAN (Radford
et al., 2016) generator, trained using the Adam optimizer. The batch size is set to 100. The generator
learning rate is set to ηg = 10−4. The discriminator is the polyharmonic RBF with a gradient penalty of
order m = dn+1

2 e.

Experiments on PolyGAN-WAE: On MNIST, we consider a 4-layer dense-ReLU architecture for the
encoder, whereas on CIFAR-10 and CelebA, we use the DCGAN model. For LSUN-Churches, we consider a
ResNet based encoder model with spectral normalization (Miyato et al., 2018). The decoder is an inversion of
the encoder layers in all cases. We used the published TensorFlow implementations of SWAE (Kolouri et al.,
2019) and CWAE (Knop et al., 2020), and the published PyTorch implementations of MMD-GAN (Li et al.,
2017a) and MMD-GAN-GP (Bińkowski et al., 2018), while other GAN and GMMN variants were coded anew.
The learning rates for all MMD variants follow the specifications provided by Knop et al. (2020), while the
learning rates for WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP follow those used by Tolstikhin et al. (2018). The WAE models
with a trainable discriminator fail to converge for higher learning rates, and consequently, the WAE-MMD
variants are an order (in terms of number of iterations) faster than the WAE-GAN variants.

D.3 Evaluation Metrics

Wasserstein-2 distance: We use the Wasserstein-2 (W2,2) distance between the generator and target
distributions to quantify the performance in Gaussian learning (Section 6 of the main manuscript). Given
two Gaussians pd = N (µd,Σd) and pg = N (µg,Σg), the Wasserstein-2 distance between them is given by

W2,2(pd, pg) = ‖µd − µg‖2 + Tr
(

Σd + Σg − 2
√

ΣdΣg
)
,
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where Tr(·) denotes the trace operator and the matrix square-root is computed via singular-value decomposition.
In the case of Gaussian mixture data, W2,2(pd, pg) is computed using a sample estimate provided by the
python optimal transport library (Flamary et al., 2021).

Fréchet Inception distance (FID): Proposed by Heusel et al. (2018), the FID is used to quantify how
realistic the samples generated by GANs are. To compute FID, we consider the InceptionV3 (Szegedy et al.,
2015) model without the topmost layer, loaded with pre-trained ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) classification
weights. The network accepts inputs ranging from 75 × 75 × 3 to 299 × 299 × 3. We therefore rescale all
images to 299× 299× 3. Grayscale images are duplicated across the color channels. FID is computed as the
W2,2 between the InceptionV3 embeddings of real and fake images. The means and covariances are computed
using 10, 000 samples. The publicly available TensorFlow based Clean-FID library (Parmar et al., 2021) is
used to compute FID.

Kernel Inception distance (KID): Proposed by Bińkowski et al. (2018), the kernel inception distance is
an unbiased alternative to FID. The KID computes the squared MMD between the InceptionV3 embeddings,
akin to the FID framework. The polynomial kernel

( 1
nx

Ty + 1
)3 is computed over batches of 5000 samples.

In the interest of reproducibility, we use the publicly available Clean-FID (Parmar et al., 2021) library
implementation of KID.

Average reconstruction error (〈RE〉): The WAE autoencoders are trained using the `1 loss between the
true samples x ∼ pd and their reconstructions x̃ = Dec(Enc(x)), given by LAE = ‖x− x̃‖1. On the MNIST,
CIFAR-10, and LSUN-Churches datasets, 〈RE〉 is computed by averaging LAE over 104 samples drawn from
the predefined Test sets, whereas on CelebA, a held-out validation set of 104 images is used.

Image sharpness: We employ the approach proposed by Tolstikhin et al. (2018) to compute image sharpness.
The edge-map is obtained using the Laplacian operator. The variance in pixel intensities on the edge-map is
computed and averaged over batches of 50,000 images to determine the average sharpness.

D.4 Training Algorithm

The PolyGAN implementations uses a radial basis function (RBF) network as the discriminator. The RBF is
implemented as a custom layer in Tensorflow 2.0 (Abadi et al., 2016). The network weights and centers are
computed out-of-the-loop at each step of the training and updated, resulting in the optimal discriminator
at each iteration. The output of the RBF discriminator network is used to train the generator through
gradient-descent.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the training procedure of Poly-LSGAN, wherein the weights are polynomial coefficients
are computed through matrix inversion, adding additional compute overhead. Algorithm 2 presents the
Poly-WGAN training procedure, wherein the weights associated with all centers are identical, as given in
Equation (12). Additionally, as discussed in Appendix C.5, the polynomial component can be ignored,
allowing for fewer computations. Algorithm 3 summarizes the PolyGAN-WAE training framework, where an
autoencoder is used to learn the latent-space representations of the data, on which the Poly-WGAN algorithm
is applied.

D.5 Source Code

The source code for the TensorFlow 2.0 (Abadi et al., 2016) implementation of PolyGAN and high-resolution
counterparts of the images presented in the paper will be made available on GitHub as part of the camera-ready
submission of the manuscript. For the review process, anonymized source code has been attached as a
PolyGANs.zip folder in the Supplementary Material
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Algorithm 1: Poly-LSGAN − LSGAN with a trainable generator and radial basis function (RBF) discrimi-
nator and solvable RBF weights.
Input: Training data x ∼ pd, Gaussian prior distribution pz = N (µz,Σz)
Parameters: Batch size M , optimizer learning rate η, number of radial basis function (RBF) centers N
Models: Generator: Genθ; Polyharmonic RBF Discriminator: D∗p.
while Genθ not converged do

Sample: x ∼ pd – A batch of M real samples.
Sample: z ∼ pz – A batch of M noise samples.
Sample: x̃ = Genθ(z) – Generator output.
Sample: zc ∼ pz – A batch of N noise samples for computing RBF centers.
Sample: ci ∼ Genθ(zc) – A batch of N generator data centers for the generator RBF interpolator Spg .
Sample: cj ∼ pd – A batch of N target data centers for the target RBF interpolator Spd .
Compute: Matrices A and B.
Solve: System of equations for RBF weights w and polynomial coefficients v (Eq. (5)).
Update: Discriminator RBF D∗ with centers {ci}, {cj}, weights w and coefficients v (Eq. (4)).
Evaluate: Generator Loss LLSG (D∗p(x), D∗p(x̃))
Update: Generator Genθ ← η∇θ[LG]

Output: Samples output by the Generator: x̃

Algorithm 2: Poly-WGAN − GAN with a trainable generator and radial basis function (RBF) discriminator
and fixed RBF weights.
Input: Training data x ∼ pd, Gaussian prior distribution pz = N (µz,Σz)
Parameters: Batch size M , optimizer learning rate η, number of radial basis function (RBF) centers N ,
gradient order m.
Models: Generator: Genθ; Polyharmonic RBF Discriminator: D∗p.
while Genθ not converged do

Sample: x ∼ pd – A batch of M real samples.
Sample: z ∼ pz – A batch of M noise samples.
Sample: x̃ = Genθ(z) – Generator output.
Sample: zc ∼ pz – A batch of N noise samples for computing RBF centers.
Sample: ci ∼ Genθ(zc) – A batch of N generator data centers for the generator RBF interpolator Spg .
Sample: cj ∼ pd – A batch of N target data centers for the target RBF interpolator Spd .
Compute: RBF weights w = ξ

Nλ∗
d
.

Update: Discriminator RBF D∗p with centers {ci}, {cj} and weight w (Eqn. (9)).
Evaluate: Generator Loss LG(D∗p(x), D∗p(x̃)
Update: Generator Genθ ← η∇θ[LG]

Output: Samples output by the Generator: x̃

E Additional Experiments On Gaussians

In this section, we present additional experimental results on learning 2-D Gaussians and 2-D Gaussian
mixtures with the Poly-LSGAN and Poly-WGAN frameworks. The network architectures and training
parameters are as described in Appendix E.2.

E.1 Learning 2-D Gaussians with Poly-LSGAN

We now evaluate the optimal Poly-LSGAN discriminator on learning synthetic 2-D Gaussian and Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs), and subsequently discuss extensions to learning images. We consider polyharmonic
spline order k = 2. For larger k, we encountered numerical instability. We compare against the base
LSGAN (Mao et al., 2017), and LSGAN subjected to the gradient penalty (GP) (Gulrajani et al., 2017) , Rd
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Algorithm 3: PolyGAN-WAE − Wasserstein autoencoder with a radial basis function discriminator.
Input: Training data x ∼ pd, Gaussian prior distribution z ∼ pz = N (µz,Σz)
Parameters: Batch size M , optimizer learning rate η, number of radial basis function (RBF) centers N
Models: Encoder/Generator: Encφ; Decoder: Decθ; Polyharmonic RBF Discriminator: D∗p.
while Encφ,Decθ not converged do

Sample: x ∼ pd – A batch of M real samples.
Sample: z̃ = Encφ(x) – Latent encoding of real samples.
Sample: x̃ = Decθ(z̃) – Reconstructed samples.
Evaluate: Autoencoder Loss: LAE(x, x̃)
Update: Autoencoder Encφ ← η∇φ[LAE ]; Decθ ← η∇θ[LAE ]
Sample: ci ∼ N (µz,Σz) – A batch of N centers for the target RBF interpolator.
Sample: xc ∼ pd – A batch of N real samples to compute data centers.
Sample: cj = Encφ(xc) ∼ pd` – A batch of N centers for the generator RBF interpolator.
Compute: RBF weights w = ξ

Nλ∗
d
.

Update: Discriminator RBF D∗p with centers {ci}, {cj} and weight w (Eqn. (9)).
Sample: z ∼ N (µz,Σz) – A batch of M prior distribution samples.
Evaluate: Generator Loss LG(D∗p(z̃), D∗p(z))
Update: Generator Encφ ← η∇φ[LG]

Output: Reconstructed random prior samples: Decθ(z)

and Rg (Mescheder et al., 2018), Lipschitz penalty (LP) (Petzka et al., 2018) and the DRAGAN (Roth et al.,
2017) regularizers.

On the unimodal learning task, the target is N (512, 1.5I2), where 12 is the 2-D vector of ones, and I2 is the
2× 2 identity matrix. On the GMM learning task, we consider eight components distributed uniformly about
the unit circle, each having a standard deviation of 0.02. To quantify performance, we use the Wasserstein-2
distance between the target and generator distributions

(
W2,2(pd, pg)

)
. Network parameters are given in

Appendix D.1. Figure 7 presents the W2,2 distance as a function of iterations on the Gaussian and Gaussian
mixture learning tasks. On both datasets, using the polyharmonic RBF discriminator results in superior
generator performance (lower W2,2 scores). In all scenarios considered, the polyharmonic RBF discriminator
learns the perfect classifier, compared to LSGAN with a trainable network discriminator.

Figures 8 and 9 present the generated and target data samples, superimposed on the level-sets of the
discriminator, for the 2-D Gaussian, and 8-component Gaussian mixture learning tasks, respectively. For the
Gaussian learning problem, we observe that Poly-LSGAN does not mode collapse upon convergence to the
target distribution. However, in the baseline GANs, depending on the learning rate, the generator converges
to a distribution of smaller support than the target, before latching on to the desired target. Similarly, on the
GMM learning task, Poly-LSGAN learns the target distribution more accurately compared to the baselines.

E.2 Learning 2-D Gaussians with Poly-WGAN

Figure 10 shows the Wasserstein-2 distance (W2,2(pd, pg)) as a function of iterations for various number of
centers N of the RBFs on the 2-D unimodal and multimodal Gaussian and 8-component GMM learning task.
On the unimodal data, we observe that the performance is comparable for all N on a linear scale. Compared
on a logarithmic scale (Figure 10(b)), it is clear that as N increases, the model results in better performance,
as indicated by the lower W2,2(pd, pg) scores. From figure 10(c) we infer that, on multimodal data, choosing
insufficient number of centers could lead to mode hopping, where pg latches on to different modes of the
data as iterations progress (observable as sharp spikes in W2,2 for the case of N = 5). This is attributed
to the fact that the number of centers drawn is insufficient to represent the underlying modes in the target
data. On the other hand, for larger values, such as N ≥ 500, the additional computational overhead slows
down training. We found that N = 100 is an acceptable compromise. Figure 11 shows the samples from pd
alongside those drawn from pg as the iterations progress. The contour plot shows the level-sets of the optimal
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Figure 7: The Wasserstein-2 distance versus iterations on learning (a) a 2-D Gaussian; and (b) a 2-D Gaussian
mixture, for various LSGAN variants. The performance of the Poly-LSGAN with the RBF discriminator is
superior to the baselines in both scenarios. The convergence is also relatively smoother and stabler, unlike
the baselines, which have fluctuations on the 2-D Gaussian learning task.

discriminator D∗(x) (blue: low; yellow: high). When N is small, some of the modes in pd are missed out by
the discriminator, thus destabilizing training, whereas for large N , all the modes are captured accurately.

Similar convergence plots, juxtaposed with the discriminator level-sets (in WGAN based variants), for the
two experiments conducted in Section 6.1 of the Main Manuscript are shown in Figures 13 and 12. We
observe that in both the unimodal and multimodal cases, Poly-WGAN converges faster than the baselines,
and the one-shot optimal discriminator learns a better representation of the underlying distributions than the
baseline GANs and GMMNs. Poly-WGAN also outperforms the non-adversarial GMMN variants, and there
is no mode-collapse upon convergence.
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Figure 8: Convergence of generator distribution (green) to the target 2-D Gaussian data (red) on the considered
LSGAN variants. The heatmap represents the values taken by the discriminator. The Poly-LSGAN approach
leads to a better representation of the discriminator function during the initial training iterations when
compared to baseline approaches, leading to a faster convergence. Poly-LSGAN also does not experience
mode collapse.
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Figure 9: Convergence of generator distribution (green) to the target multimodal Gaussian data (red) on the
considered LSGAN variants, superimposed on the level-sets of the discriminator. The ideal D(x) assigned a
value of b = 1 to reals and a = −1 to fakes. Poly-LSGAN is able to identify the modes of the GMM more
accurately than the baselines.
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Figure 10: Training Poly-WGAN on 2-D Gaussian data: Plots comparing (a) the Wasserstein-2 distance
between pd and pg (W2,2(pd, pg)); and (b) the natural logarithm of W2,2(pd, pg) for various number of centers
N in the RBF network. The generator converges to a lower W2,2(pd, pg) as N increases. Convergence plots
on training Poly-WGAN on learning 2-D Gaussian mixture data comparing (c) the Wassersting-2 distance
W2,2(pd, pg); and (d) the natural logarithm of W2,2(pd, pg), for various choices of N . For small N , the
discriminator is unable to capture all the modes in the data, resulting in training instability. Choosing large
N increases computational load. Setting N = 100 is a viable compromise.
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Figure 11: Illustration of convergence of the generator distribution (green dots) to the target multimodal
Gaussian data (red dots) with Poly-WGAN as iterations progress, as a function of the number of RBF centers
N . The contours are the level-sets of the discriminator. For small N , mode coverage is not adequate, whereas
for large N , the computational overhead is large. A moderate value of N = 100 was found to be a workable
compromise.
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Figure 12: Convergence of generator distribution (green dots) to the target unimodal Gaussian data (red
dots) on the considered WGAN and GMMN variants. The contours represent the discriminator level-sets in
the GAN variants. Poly-WGAN converges significantly faster than the baseline variants.
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Figure 13: Convergence of generator distribution (green dots) to the target multimodal Gaussian (red dots)
on the GMMN and WGAN variants. The contours represent discriminator level-sets. Poly-WGAN learns a
better representation of pd leading to a faster convergence.
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F Additional Experiments on Images

In this section, we provide additional experimental results on both image-space and latent-space matching
approaches. On Poly-LSGAN, we discuss image-space generation, while of Poly-WGAN we present results
for both image-space and latent-space generation tasks.

F.1 Image-space matching with Poly-LSGAN

We train Poly-LSGAN on the MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and CelebA datasets, employing the 4-layer DC-
GAN (Radford et al., 2016) generator architecture. As discussed in Section 3.1, we set k = 2, but restrict the
solution to only include about 3rd or 4th order polynomials allows for training. Figure 14 depicts the images
generated by Poly-LSGAN. In all scenarios, we observe that, although the generator is able to generate
images resembling those from the target dataset, the visual quality of the images is sub-par compared to
standard GAN approaches. Additional training of these models resulted in gradient explosion caused by the
singularity of the matrix B as the iterations progress.

F.2 Image-space matching with Poly-WGAN

We compare the performance of Poly-WGAN and baseline GMMN with the IMQ kernel. The generator is a
4-layer DCGAN (Radford et al., 2016). The kernel estimate as well as the polyharmonic RBF discriminator
operate on the 784-dimensional data. For Poly-WGAN, we consider m = n

2 + 2 = 394. The generator
learning rate is set to ηg = 0.01 for both models considered. Figure 15 shows that the images generated by
Poly-WGAN are comparable to those generated by GMMN-IMQ. Quantitatively, Poly-WGAN achieved an
FID of 81.341, while GMMN-IMQ achieved an FID of 98.109 after 50,000 iterations.
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Figure 14: Images generated by training Poly-LSGAN on vectorized images drawn from (a) MNIST; (b)
Fashion-MNIST; and (c) CelebA datasets. While Poly-LSGAN learns meaningful representations (although
visually sub-par compared to standard GANs) on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, the generator fails to converge
in all scenarios. The poor performance of Poly-LSGAN can be attributed to training instability issues caused
by the singularity of the matrix B in solving for the optimal discriminator weights.
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F.3 Latent-space matching with Poly-WGAN

Motivated by the training paradigm in latent diffusion models (Rombach et al., 2022), as an intermediary
between Poly-WGAN and PolyGAN-WAE, we consider training Poly-WGAN to learn the latent-space
distribution of various datasets. We train convolutional autoencoders with 16- and 63-dimensional latent-
space on MNIST and CelebA datasets, respectively. The various WGAN baselines and Poly-WGAN are
trained to map a 100-dimensional noise distribution to the latent space of the target data. We also compare
against a trainable version of Poly-WGAN (called Poly-WGAN(T)), which employs a single-layer RBF
network with 103 nodes, but whose centers and weights are learned via stochastic gradient-descent with the
un-regularized WGAN loss. The gradient-penalty order is set to m = dn2 e in both Poly-WGAN variants.
The choice of the activation implicitly enforces the gradient penalty in Poly-WGAN(T). Motivated by the
experimental results reported in Appendix 6.3, in all variants with a trainable discriminator, we update the
discriminator five times per generator update. The models are evaluated in terms of the FID and compute
time, which is the time elapsed between two generator updates. Due to the inclusion of an autoencoder in
the formulation, we also compare the models in terms of their relative FID (rFID) (Rombach et al., 2022),
where the reference images for FID computation are obtained by passing the dataset images through the
pre-trained autoencoder.

Figure 16 presents the convergence of rFID as a function of iterations, while Table 9 presents the converged
FID and rFID scores, and the compute times of Poly-WGAN and the baselines. From Figure 16, we observe
that, on the 16-D learning task, the convergence behavior of Poly-WGAN is on par with the baselines, while
on the 63-D data, Poly-WGAN converges significantly faster. The converged FID and rFID scores achieved by
Poly-WGAN are superior to the baseline variants. On the 63-D learning task, Poly-WGAN is nearly an order
of magnitude faster than the baselines in terms of compute time. Poly-WGAN(T) performs sub-optimally
on both tasks, indicating that the choice of the centers and the weights indeed plays a crucial role in the
performance of Poly-WGAN.

F.4 Latent-space matching with PolyGAN-WAE

The base Poly-WGAN algorithm can be used to learn image-space distributions. Similar to GMMNs,
PolyGANs also suffer from the curse of dimensionality. Although this can be alleviated to a certain extent by
employing a generator that learns the latent-space of datasets, or PolyGAN-WAE that employ an autoencoding
generator, these models are limited by the representation capability of the latent space, and the autoencoder
performance. In order to explore this limitations of the WAE based approaches, we trained PolyGAN-WAE on
high-resolution (192×192) images where encoder and decoder networks use the unconditional BigGAN (Brock
et al., 2018) architecture. Figure 17 presents the images generated by PolyGAN-WAE in this scenarios. The
converged model achieves an FID of 32.5. We observe that, while the images generated are not competitive
in comparison to the high-resolution compute-heavy GAN variants such as StyleGAN, the generated images
are superior to BigWAE-MMD and BigWAE-GAN variants with similar network complexities (having FID
scores of 37 and 35, respectively) (Tolstikhin et al., 2018).

We include results of additional experiments conducted on PolyGAN-WAE and the baselines. Figures 19–22
show the samples generated by the various WAE models. The WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP models that
incorporate a trainable discriminator are slower to train than the models that employ a closed for discriminator.
We observe that PolyGAN-WAE generates perceptibly sharper images on MNIST. PolyGAN-WAE generates
visually more diverse images than the baselines on CelebA and LSUN-Churches datasets. WAE-MMD (RBFG)
and SWAE suffered from mode collapse on CIFAR-10 and LSUN-Churches, respectively.

Latent-space continuity: A visual assessment of latent space continuity is carried out by interpolating the
latent vectors for two real images and decoding the interpolated vectors. Representative images are presented
in Figures 27 to 30. Interpolated images from PolyGAN-WAE are comparable to those generated by CWAE
and WAE-MMD (IMQ) on CIFAR-10 and LSUN-Churches, respectively, while they are sharper than the
baselines on MNIST and CelebA datasets.

Latent-space alignment: As the various GAN flavors are employed in transforming the latent-space
distribution of the generator to a standard normal distribution, we compare their performance in terms of their
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latent-space alignment. Table 10 presents the Wasserstein-2 distance between the latent-space distribution of
the encoder/generator network, and the target Gaussian W2,2(pd` , pz), while Figure 18 presents W2,2(pd` , pz)
as a function of the training iterations. Across all datasets, we observe that PolyGAN-WAE attains the
lowest Wasserstein-2 distance, indicating close alignment between the latent-space distributions.

Image reconstruction: Figures 23-26 show the images reconstructed by PolyGAN-WAE and the WAE
variants. The images reconstructed by PolyGAN-WAE are sharper and closer to the ground-truth images.
These are also in agreement with the qualitative results presented in Table 11. Figure 33 plots reconstruction
error as a function of iterations for the various models considered. In order to have a fair comparison, we
do not consider WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP in these comparisons, as the learning rates considered for the
models are lower by an order. We observe that PolyGAN-WAE is on par with the baselines when trained
on low-dimensional latent data (as in the case of MNIST and CIFAR-10), but outperforms the baselines,
saturating to lower values in the case of CelebA and LSUN-Churches.

Image sharpness: Table 11 shows the image sharpness metric computed on both random and interpolated
images. PolyGAN-WAE outperforms the baselines on the random sharpness metric, while achieving compet-
itive scores on interpolation sharpness. These results indicate that, while the baseline WAE-MMDs have
learnt accurate autoencoders, the latent space distribution has failed to match the prior distribution, resulting
in lower scores when computing the sharpness metric on samples decoded from the prior. The closed-form
optimal discriminator used in PolyGAN-WAE alleviates this issue.

Inception Distances: We plot FID and KID as a function of iterations in Figures 31 and 32, respectively. In
both cases, we observe that PolyGAN-WAE saturates to the lowest (best) scores in comparison to the baselines.
The improvements are more prominent on experiments involving higher-dimensional latent representation
(for example, LSUN-Churches, using a 128-D latent space). Best case KID scores are presented in Table 11.
The KID for PolyGAN-WAE is nearly 35% lower than that of the best-case baseline (CWAE) in the case of
MNIST.

GMMN (IMQ) Poly-WGAN

Figure 15: Images generated by GMMN-IMQ and Poly-WGAN on the MNIST image-space matching task.
While Poly-WGAN generates images marginally superior to GMMN (IMQ), both the results are inferior to
the WAE and WGAN counterparts. The poor performance is a consequence of the curse of dimensionality,
which is also the reason why we considered latent-space matching with PolyGAN-WAE.
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Table 9: A comparison of WGAN flavors and Poly-WGAN when trained to learn the latent-space distribution
of a pre-trained autoencoder network on MNIST and CelebA learning tasks. Poly-WGAN(T) is a trainable
version of Poly-WGAN, where the weights are initialized based on Poly-WGAN, and subsequently learnt
through back-propagation on the discriminator. The baseline GAN and Poly-WGAN(T) discriminators
are updated five times per generator update. The performance is reported in terms of (i) The FID of the
converged models; (ii) The relative FID (rFID) between the target samples and the output of the pre-trained
autoenoder (AE); and (iii) The Compute Time between two generate updates. The FID of the benchmark
pre-trained autoencoder is provided for reference. The rFID value is approximately the difference between the
FID of the GAN samples, and that of the samples generated by the benchmark AE. Poly-WGAN achieves
lower FID scores on both the MNIST and CelebA learning tasks, in a tenth of the compute time.

WGAN flavor
MNIST (16-D) CelebA (63-D)

FID ↓ rFID ↓ Compute Time ↓ FID ↓ rFID ↓ Compute Time ↓

WGAN-GP 19.441 6.363 0.132± 0.003 49.840 11.935 0.491± 0.008

WGAN-LP 17.825 5.657 0.144± 0.008 50.694 11.789 0.462± 0.005

WGAN-Rd 17.948 6.780 0.119± 0.007 48.064 12.159 0.450± 0.002

WGAN-Rg 18.498 6.330 0.127± 0.006 51.104 14.199 0.452± 0.005

Poly-WGAN(T) 17.445 5.277 0.150± 0.003 48.385 11.480 0.357± 0.003

Poly-WGAN 17.397 5.229 0.034 ± 0.004 45.886 8.981 0.039 ± 0.003

Benchmark AE 12.562 0 – 36.261 0 –
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Figure 16: A comparison of the relative FID (rFID) of various WGAN and Poly-WGAN variants when trained
on latent representations of (a) MNIST; and (b) CelebA datasets. The latent-space representations are drawn
from a pre-trained deep convolutional autoencoder. The relative FID is computed between the fakes generated
by decoding the generator outputs, and reals generated by decoding the latent representations of the dataset
images. Poly-WGAN(T) is a trainable version of Poly-WGAN, where the discriminator RBF weights are
learnt through back-propagation. We observe that Poly-WGAN performs on par with the baselines in learning
low-dimensional latent representations, as in the case of MNIST, while converging faster (by an order) on
higher-dimensional data (63-D on CelebA).
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Figure 17: ( Color online) High-resolution (192× 192) CelebA images generated by PolyGAN-WAE.

Table 10: A comparison of the converged WAE models, including PolyGAN-WAE, in terms of the Wasserstein-
2 distance between the latent-space distribution of the data, and the target noise distribution (W2,2(pd` , pz)).
WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP incorporate a trainable discriminator, while WAE-MMD variants, SWAE and
CWAE compute closed-form kernel statistics between the latent-space distributions. WAEFR and PolyGAN-
WAE employ a closed-form discriminator network with predetermined weights, to approximate a Fourier-series
or RBF approximation, respectively. When learning relatively low-dimensional latent spaces (as in the case
of MNIST), all models perform comparably, while PolyGAN-WAE is superior to the baselines in learning on
higher-dimensional latent spaces. PolyGAN-WAE achieves the lowest W2,2 scores in all the four scenarios
considered.

WAE flavor MNIST CIFAR-10 CelebA LSUN-Churches
(16-D) (64-D) (128-D) (128-D)

WAE-GAN 1.9468 20.03773 12.6205 5.5128
WAAE-LP 1.8828 24.9344 23.6597 5.2301

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 0.8615 16.3907 27.3071 16.0910
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 1.1316 14.4645 5.4592 12.8840

SWAE 1.1441 18.6906 14.4378 53.4751
CWAE 0.5154 7.04151 6.2632 12.6781
WAEFR 0.6272 11.8180 6.0705 9.2847

PolyGAN-WAE 0.3388 6.1055 3.6195 5.0831
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Figure 18: Wasserstein-2 distance between the latent-space distribution of the data, and the target noise
distribution (W2,2(pd` , pz)) versus iterations for the WAE flavors under consideration. PolyGAN-WAE
converges to better (lower) W2,2 scores in all cases, indicating a superior match between the latent-space
data distribution and the target Gaussian prior.
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Table 11: A comparison of the WAE variants including PolyGAN-WAE in terms of kernel inception distance
(KID), average reconstruction error 〈RE〉, and image sharpness. Sharpness (Random Image) corresponds to
the sharpness computed on random samples drawn from the prior distribution, whereas Sharpness (Interpolated
Image) is computed on the interpolated images. The benchmark sharpness is computed over images drawn
from the target dataset. PolyGAN-WAE achieves the best (lowest) KID on all the datasets, while generating
images with sharpness scores comparable to the baselines.

WAE flavor MNIST CIFAR-10 CelebA LSUN-Churches

K
ID
↓

WAE-GAN 0.0221 0.1015 0.0423 0.1395
WAAE-LP 0.0210 0.0832 0.0445 0.1398

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 0.0533 0.1316 0.0623 0.1397
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 0.0204 0.0908 0.0459 0.1379

SWAE 0.0270 0.0929 0.0440 0.2129
CWAE 0.0192 0.0794 0.0537 0.1858
WAEFR 0.0206 0.0859 0.0416 0.1364

PolyGAN-WAE 0.0120 0.0756 0.0366 0.1279

〈R
E
〉
↓

WAE-GAN 0.0827 0.1250 0.0939 0.1450
WAAE-LP 0.0747 0.1161 0.0776 0.1547

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 0.1615 0.2246 0.1365 0.1408
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 0.0584 0.1218 0.0920 0.1402

SWAE 0.0574 0.1210 0.0885 0.1410
CWAE 0.0768 0.1503 0.0982 0.1408
WAEFR 0.0538 0.1185 0.0820 0.1387

PolyGAN-WAE 0.0525 0.1190 0.0676 0.1365

Sh
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s

R
an

do
m
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e

WAE-GAN 0.1567 0.0011 0.0015 0.0077
WAAE-LP 0.1520 0.0029 0.0044 0.0082

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 0.2231 0.0030 0.0034 0.0076
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 0.1709 0.0100 0.0049 0.0091

SWAE 0.1660 0.0136 0.0048 0.0087
CWAE 0.2206 0.0035 0.0038 0.0068
WAEFR 0.1717 0.0171 0.0066 0.0103

PolyGAN-WAE 0.1776 0.0174 0.0052 0.0149

In
te

rp
ol

at
ed

Im
ag

e

WAE-GAN 0.1681 0.0027 0.0032 0.0122
WAAE-LP 0.1706 0.0041 0.0045 0.0125

WAE-MMD (RBFG) 0.2251 0.0015 0.0044 0.0120
WAE-MMD (IMQ) 0.1416 0.0071 0.0043 0.0124

SWAE 0.1292 0.0059 0.0044 0.0130
CWAE 0.2073 0.0019 0.0034 0.0107
WAEFR 0.1396 0.0064 0.0065 0.0113

PolyGAN-WAE 0.1496 0.0069 0.0067 0.0134

Benchmark 0.1885 0.0358 0.0338 0.1029
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Figure 19: Images generated by decoding samples drawn from the target prior distribution on MNIST.
PolyGAN-WAE generated images of superior quality than the baselines.
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Figure 20: ( Color online) Images generated by decoding samples drawn from the target prior distribution
on the CIFAR-10 dataset. WAE-GAN, WAE-MMD (RBFG) and SWAE did not converge on CIFAR-10.
While WAE-MMD (IMQ), CWAE and PolyGAN-WAE are comparable, the images generated have little
visual similarity with those of the target dataset.
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Figure 21: ( Color online) Images generated by the WAE variants on decoding samples drawn from the
prior distribution when trained on the CelebA dataset. Images generated by PolyGAN-WAE on CelebA are
more diverse (in terms of face and background color, facial expression, etc.) compared with the baselines.
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Figure 22: ( Color online) Images generated by the WAE variants on decoding samples drawn from the prior
distribution. PolyGAN-WAE is on par with CWAE and WAE-MMD variants on LSUN-Churches. SWAE
failed to converge, while WAE-GAN and WAAE-LP resulted in smoother images, as opposed to the other
WAE variants.
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Figure 23: A comparison of the image reconstruction performance on MNIST dataset. The WAE-MMD
(RBFG) baseline failed to reconstruct meaningful samples. PolyGAN-WAE generates the most accurate
reconstructions on MNIST.
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Figure 24: ( Color online) Comparing the image reconstruction performance on CIFAR-10 dataset. PolyGAN-
WAE reconstructions are sharper than the baselines. WAE-MMD (RBFG) does not generate good recon-
structions. The adversarial nature of training in WAE variants with a trainable discriminator (WAE-GAN
and WAAE-LP) results in poorer performance and blurry reconstructions.
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Figure 25: ( Color online) Comparison of image reconstruction performance on CelebA dataset. PolyGAN-
WAE and WAE-MMD (IMQ) generate reconstructions that are closest to the ground-truth images. PolyGAN-
WAE is also able to recreate the colors more faithfully.
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Figure 26: ( Color online) Image reconstruction performance on the LSUN-Churches dataset. PolyGAN-
WAE is comparable to WAE-MMD (IMQ) and CWAE on LSUN-Churches. As in the case of CIFAR-10 (cf.
Figure 24), WAE variants with a trainable discriminator result in images of poorer visual quality than those
with closed-form discriminators.
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Figure 27: Images generated by decoding interpolated latent space representations of images drawn from
MNIST. PolyGAN-WAE generates sharper interpolations than the baselines. CWAE and WAE-MMD (RBFG)
perform an unsatisfactory job of interpolation.
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Figure 28: Images generated by decoding the interpolated latent-space vectors of the CIFAR-10 dataset.
The interpolations in PolyGAN-WAE, WAEFR, and WAE-MMD (IMQ) are visually closer to the source and
target images than those generated by the other models.
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Figure 29: Images generated in the interpolation experiment on CelebA dataset. The source and target
images are drawn from a held-out validation set. The images generated by PolyGAN-WAE are visually
superior to the baselines. The PolyGAN-WAE generator also recreates the features of the source and target
images more accurately.
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Figure 30: Images generated by decoding interpolated points between the latent space representations of
pairs of images drawn from LSUN-Churches. Interpolations in SWAE are oversmooth, while those generated
by PolyGAN-WAE and CWAE are sharper and comparable with each other.
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Figure 31: Comparison of FID as a function of iterations for the various WAE flavors considered. PolyGAN-
WAE outperforms the baselines and saturates to better (lower) values of FID on all the datasets considered.
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Figure 32: A comparison of the kernel inception distance (KID) as iterations progress for PolyGAN-WAE
and the baselines. WAE-MMD with the Gaussian (RBFG) kernel fails to converge on most datasets.
PolyGAN-WAE achieves the lowest KID in all the cases, and convergence is twice as fast as the baselines on
LSUN-Churches dataset.
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Figure 33: Average reconstruction error 〈RE〉 versus iterations for various WAE flavors considered. PolyGAN-
WAE is comparable to the baseline methods on MNIST and CIFAR-10, while achiveing superior convergence on
datasets involving high-dimensional (128-D) latent space representations, such as CelebA and LSUN-Churches.
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F.5 Latent-space Matching with PolyGAN-D

We present comparisons on using the Poly-WGAN discriminator in MMD-GAN architectures on the MNIST
and CIFAR-10 datasets. We consider the following baselines: (i) The MMD-GAN (RBFG) network with an
autoencoding discriminator (Li et al., 2017a). The autoencoder is trained to minimize the L2 cost, while the
encoder is additionally trained to maximize the MMD kernel cost. The encoder weights are clipped to the
range [−0.01, 0.01]. For every generator update in the first 25 updates, the discriminator is updated 100 times.
Subsequently, the discriminator is updated five times per generator update. (ii) The MMD-GAN-GP (RBFG)
and MMD-GAN-GP (IMQ) networks (Bińkowski et al., 2018), where the decoder network is removed, in
favor of training the encoder to simultaneously minimize the WGAN-GP gradient penalty and maximize the
MMD cost. As in the MMD-GAN case, the discriminator is updated five times per generator update.

In PolyGAN-D, we consider the MMD-GAN autoencoding discriminator architecture. The encoder and
decoder are trained to minimize the L2 reconstruction error. The latent-space of the encoder is provided as
input to the polyharmonic RBF network. Unlike MMD-GANs, we do not train the PolyGAN-D encoder
on LD. The generator network minimizes the WGAN cost in all cases. Following the approach of Li et al.
(2017a), we pre-train the autoencoder for 2500 iterations. Subsequently, the autoencoder is updated once
per generator update. We compare the system times between generator updates over batches of data in the
MMD-GAN and WAE training configurations. The computation times were measured when training the
models on workstations with Configuration I described in Appendix D.3 of the Supporting Document.

Figure 34 depicts the images output by the converged generator in PolyGAN-D and the baselines. The images
generated by PolyGAN-D are visually on par with those output by MMD-GAN (RBFG) and MMD-GAN-GP
(IMQ). MMD-GAN-GP (RBFG) performed poorly on CIFAR-10, which is in agreement with the results
reported by Bińkowski et al. (2018). Table 12 presents the best-case FID scores computed using PolyGAN-D
and the converged baselines. MMD-GAN-GP (IMQ) resulted in the lowest FID scores on both datasets.
PolyGAN-D performs on par with MMD-GAN (RBFG).

From Table 13 we observe that MMD-GAN and MMD-GAN-GP have training times up to two orders
of magnitude higher than PolyGAN-WAE as they update the discriminator multiple times per generator
update. Among the WAE variants, WAE-GAN is slower by an order, owing to the additional training of the
discriminator network. PolyGAN-WAE is on par with other kernel-based methods, while still incorporating a
discriminator network, whose weights are computed one-shot. From Table 13 we observe that MMD-GAN
and MMD-GAN-GP have training times up to two orders of magnitude higher than PolyGAN-WAE as
they update the discriminator multiple times per generator update. PolyGAN-WAE scales better with
dimensionality, compared to WAE-MMD. We attribute this to the increased complexity in computing the
baseline RBFG and IMQ kernels in high dimensions. The Poly-WGAN discriminator complexity is only
affected by the number of centers in the RBF expansion.

Table 12: A comparison of MMD-GAN flavors and PolyGAN-D in terms of FID. The performance of
PolyGAN-D is comparable to MMD-GAN baseline with a trainable auto-encoder discriminator network.

GAN Flavor
−→

MMD-GAN
(RBFG)

MMD-GAN-GP
(RBFG)

MMD-GAN-GP (IMQ) PolyGAN-D
(Ours)

MNIST 21.310 24.108 16.642 20.271
CIFAR-10 55.452 64.571 49.255 53.180
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Table 13: A comparison of average compute time per batch (in seconds) of samples when training
various WAE and MMD-GAN models. The standard deviation was approximately 10−3 in all the cases
considered. #D denotes the number of discriminator updates performed per generator update. Kernel
methods are, on the average, an order of magnitude faster than GANs with a trainable discriminator network.
The training time per batch is lowest for PolyGAN-WAE, on par with WAE-MMD based approaches, while
implementing the optimal GAN discriminator one-shot. PolyGAN-WAE is least affected by increasing the
dimensionality of the latent space of the input data.

GAN
Flavor

#D WAE-
GAN

WAE-
MMD

SWAE CWAE WAEFR PolyGAN-
WAE

MMD-
GAN

MMD-
GAN-GP

PolyGAN-D

MNIST 1 0.072 0.029 0.052 0.029 0.036 0.022 0.321 0.163 0.201

(16-D) 5 0.294 - - - - - 1.053 0.869 -

CIFAR-10 1 0.082 0.036 0.047 0.036 0.039 0.023 0.338 0.243 0.258

(64-D) 5 0.328 - - - - - 1.110 0.938 -

Table 14: A comparison of number of trainable (T) and fixed (F) parameters present in each WAE and
MMD-GAN variant considered. An 7 denotes that the network is not present in that flavor. The inclusion of
an RBF discriminator in PolyGAN-WAE does not change the training performance as the number of trainable
parameters remains unaffected. MMD-GAN-GP has the fewest number of parameters, but incorporates
adversarial training, unlike the WAE variants.

GAN flavor Adversarial
Training

Generator Encoder Decoder Discriminator Total
Paramerters

WAE-MMD 7
T 7 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 7 23.5 × 106

F 7 4 × 103 2 × 103 7 6 × 103

SWAE 7
T 7 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 7 23.5 × 106

F 7 4 × 103 2 × 103 7 6 × 103

CWAE 7
T 7 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 7 23.5 × 106

F 7 4 × 103 2 × 103 7 6 × 103

WAEFR 7
T 7 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 0 23.5 × 106

F 7 4 × 103 2 × 103 2.5 × 105 2.56 × 105

PolyGAN-WAE 7
T 7 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 0 23.5 × 106

F 7 4 × 103 2 × 103 4 × 103 9 × 103

MMD-GAN 3
T 2 × 106 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 7 25.5 × 106

F 2.5 × 104 4 × 103 2 × 103 7 3.1 × 104

MMD-GAN-GP 3
T 2 × 106 12 × 106 7 7 14 × 106

F 2.5 × 104 4 × 103 7 7 2.9 × 104

PolyGAN-D 3
T 2 × 106 12 × 106 11.5 × 106 0 25.5 × 106

F 2.5 × 104 4 × 103 2 × 103 4 × 103 3.5 × 104
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Figure 34: Images output by the generator in PolyGAN-D and baseline MMD-GAN variants. The performance
of PolyGAN-D is comparable to that of MMD-GAN (RBFG) with the autoencoder discriminator architecture.
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